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Prospects for on-campus Greek Row rise
Fraternity homes
could be ready in
4 years: LaLance
KRIS WETZEL
News Editor
Nine Greek organizations
have expressed interest in
founding a Greek Row on
property designated on South
Rutherford Boulevard.
Greek organizations have

pushed for the establishment
of housing on campus since
the 19601970s, according to
Vice-President of Student
Affairs Robert LaLance.
"I think it's more possible
now than it has ever been,"
LaLance said.
"The
establishment of a Greek
Row will contribute to the
sense of being a big school.
President Walker has been
interested in enhancing
opportunities for students to
stay on campus, and I think
a Greek Row will develop

Music students draft
letter of concerns
MARK ERR
Assistant News Editor
Five music students
gathered in the hallway of
the Saunders Fine Arts
Building last night to draw
up a letter of concerns about
their department to give to
President James Walker.
Amy Williamson, a
sophomore vocal education
major, said they are not
bashing
the
music
department but they want to
llet Walker
know that
things there
"aren't all
well
and
| good."
The
Igroup cited
the
I intimidation
BINGHAM
of students
by certain faculty, the lack of
respect for students by
certain faculty and the
unprofessionalism of certain
faculty in the department as
problems.
"One of our many
problems is that we don't
talk about our problems
because we are intimidated
by some of the faculty,"
Williamson said.
Williamson and the others
agreed that students feel
intimidated by the professors
because the students must go
to their professors for
recommendations
after
graduation. They also said

some students fear losing
scholarships or being
blackballed
by
the
department.
David Alderson, a senior
instrumental education
major, said the intimidation
is not verbal, but "it's just
something
that's
understood."
"Subtle things happen if
they think you are a
malcontent," Alderson said.
Williamson said some
faculty have silently gotten
behind her after she
expressed concerns at a
music
department
convocation in January.
The group said that
gossip and rumors in the
department are rampant,
which they attributed to a
general feeling of distrust
and discontent within the
department.
They said
faculty talk about each other
to students and that there is
rivalry among faculty.
One student said she
confided to a professor a
personal matter and the
confidence had been broken
to faculty and students.
"It's gotten to the point
where we don't trust each
other—everybody talks about
everybody," Williamson said.
The students questioned
the adequacy of the faculty to
teach the students how to be
music educators when the
faculty
are
using
intimidation methods in

See Music, page 6

that interest."
Shawn
McFarland,
president
of
the
Interfraternity Council,
attributes the push to
establish Greek housing as a
response to university
growth.
"It will add another
dimension to the campus
that is not already there,"
McFarland said. "If the
university [football team]
goes Division I-A and we
build the new stadium, there
will be 40,000 people here on

weekends."
campus would encourage the
Currently, zoning laws unification
of
Greek
prohibit land purchase for organizations.
the purposes of a Greek
"I think Greek housing
housing. Fraternity and offers a lot for the Greek
sorority houses that existed organizations," McFarland
before the passage of the new said.
"During rush,
zoning laws are permitted to everything
would
be
remain in town. LaLance oriented. It would eliminate
said an on-campus Greek driving around from house to
Row could pacify the sector of house.
It also might
the Murfreesboro community encourage the chapters to
together
for
that complains about Greek work
housing.
philanthropy."
McFarland said the
Fraternities Pi Kappa
creation of a Greek Row on
See Greek, page 6

A Different Way of Life

CHARLES HOGUE/Staff

Jaya Balarara das explains the teachings and beliefs of the Krishna Conscience movement.

'Women and Power1 conference
pools hundreds of participants
IBBBH RUSSELL
Staff Writer
The first "Women and
Power" conference hosted
approximately 300 speakers
and participants on campus
this weekend in conjunction
with National Women's
History Month.
According to English
professor Dr. Judith Slagle,

the purpose of the conference
was to give women the
opportunity to talk with
other women about women's
issues.
The conference featured
two speakers, Mary Daly,
associate professor of
Theology at Boston College,
and Maria Luisa "Papusa"
Molina,
professor
at
Hamilton College and

founder of "Women against
Racism." Both women also
held a book signing session
for their works.
Daly delivered "ReCalling the Outrageous,
Contagious Courage of
Women" as the keynote
speech on Friday. Molina's
speech was titled "Infinite

See Women, page 6
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Student recognized
internationally for
creative writing
CHRIS PATTERSON
Copy Editor
Senior Sue Mullin has
been selected to read her
short story "Mad Annie" at
Sigma
Tau
Delta's
International Convention in
St. Louis, Mo. following its
publication in the English
Honors Society 's exclusive
international journal The
Rectangle.
According to Dr. Tom
Strawman, MTSU Sigma
Tau Delta faculty sponsor,
Mullin is the first MTSU
student in
at least
seven
years to
receive
the honor
of
both
being
published
in
the
National
Honor
Society's
magazine
and being
invited to
read
at^^^^_
the international convention.
Strawman continued,
"Sue has been writing for a
long time and has been
published in Collage but that
only goes out to a limited
number of people. This will
give her exposure that is far
outside of that."
The convention will
consist of readings of
internationally
chosen
works, workshops on various
topics, speakers and social
events allowing beginning
serious writers to network
with each other. The theme
of the entries for the
convention was Looking
through the Arch: The
Pioneer Spirit.
"The purpose of the
convention, of course, is to

provide students with
various opportunities for
scholarly exchange and
sharing of their ideas." said
William
C.
Johnson,
executive director of Sigma
Tau Delta.
This is my first national
publication and the greatest
excitement for me is that this
gives me validation for my
work from strangers."
Mullin said. "Being invited
to read at the convention
furthers this validation. It
provides me the opportunity
to meet other serious
beginning
writers
and share
e x p e r iences and
readings
with
them."
"I'm
pleased
that the
story
is
going to
represent
MTSU in
-Sue Mullin The
Rectangle.
It really represents the best
of the best," said Candice
Moonshower, MTSU Sigma
Tau Delta chapter president.
"I think it's great that Sue
is an non-traditional student,
also. It shows the diversity
that MTSU has. Speaking
from an older student's point
of view it gives us all hope.
"It was a great story. It
was very well-written and
moving,"
Moonshower
continued. "The imagery
was wonderful. I can't say
enough about it. I can see
why it is a winning story.
Sue is a very dedicated
writer. I'm happy to see her
hard work pay off for her."
Mullin is currently
pursuing a double major in
journalism and English. ■

'This is my first
national
publication and the

greatest excitement
for me is that this
gives me validation

for my work from
strangers."

I"

Today

A pre-nursing seminar
will be held by the Jr.
nursing students who have
just started the nursing
courses from 3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
in the C-K Nursing Bldg.
Room 121. The seminar is
being held to give insight
into admission to the
nursing courses and things
to expect in your first
semester of nursing courses.
A SGA presidential
candidate discussion
sponsored by McHenry Hall
Council will be held at 8
p.m. at KUC 324. Everyone
is welcome.
A screening of Jane
Campion's The Piano will
be held at 7 p.m. in Peck
Hall 218. Free and open.
The Anthropological
Society of MTSU will meet
at 3 p.m. in Room 318 of
Peck Hall. Join us.
The Black Student
Journalists Assoc. will
meet at 5:30 p.m. in Mass
Comm Room 150. New
members welcome!
Tau Omicron will meet at
5 p.m. in KUC 322.
"Harvey" is showing at
the Wesley Foundation at
8 p.m. Tickets are
$3/student or $5 for two and
$5/adult non-student.

Tue., March 7
The Third Annual
Women's Studies
Undergraduate
Symposium. Come share a
rare opportunity with
undergraduates from across
the Southeast region as they
present academic work from
all disciplines regarding
women's issues: Tenn.
Room of the JUB from 8
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The PSI CHI/Psychology
Club will host Dr. Beverly
Burke of the psychology
dept. to speak from 4:30 - 6
p.m. in Peck Hall Room 105.
Topic is "Mary Parker
Follett: Organizational
Psychology Pioneer."

Wed., March 8
Phi Mu Delta PreProfessional Society will
be meeting at 5 p.m. in DSB
Room 106. All members
must attend to discuss
important agenda. Those
interested in joining are
encouraged to visit.

Thursday
Part Three:
Daytona Beach, Fla.

Features
only in Sidelines
b
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m

GIVE BLOOD

The Placement and
Student Employment
Center will hold a Resume
Writing Workshop on Wed.
March 8 at 11 a.m.; an
Interview Preparation
Seminar on Thur. March 9
at 3 p.m.; and a Resume
Critique on Fri. March 10
from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. All
sessions are in KUC Room
318.

Writer's Night at 8:30 p.m.
in KUC game room.
Showcase your songwriting
talent for free.

Thur., March 9
Christian Music Society
organizational meeting:
6 p.m. in Mass Comm Room
150. Come all ye students,
faculty, staff, whether a
musician or not. If you're
interested in Christian
music, come join us. Good
things are happening.

Upcoming &
Ongoing
A photography show by
Jane Alden Stevens will
be in the Photographic
Gallery of the LRC from
Feb. 26 - March 30.
Creation of an Assoc. of
History Graduate
Students on Fri., March 10
at 2 p.m. in KUC Room 315.
Dr. David Rowe will be
giving the keynote address.
Campus Rec will be
sponsoring a table tennis
tournament on March 15
from 5 - 9 p.m. in the
Alumni Gym. Deadlines for
entry will be March 13.
$2/person.
The Erudite
Emancipators meet every
Thursday in Peck Hall
Room 304 at 3 p.m. E.E. is
an organization dedicated to
help African-American
students address problems
and difficulties they may
face on campus.
The National Assoc. of
Environmental
Professionals meets every
Friday in VIS 103 from 11 11:50 a.m. We are currently
working on the Lytle Creek
Project. Anyone wanting to
participate, please join us or
call.
Block & Bridle meets
every Tuesday night at 7:30
p.m. in SAG Room 125.
Everyone is welcome!
*Members should wear their
B $ B jackets to the Feb. 28
meeting for yearbook group
picture.
Single Fathers: I am
doing a research study
concerning the rights and
the problems you may have
encountered with state and
federal laws. Please, call
me. I am interested in your
stories, and I want to help
change the laws for your
equality. Ashley Rouse,
781-0136.
If anyone is interested in
studying Ayn Rand and
the philosophy of
Objectivism, write to:
MTSU Box B-890. Email:
m_c_000b@frank.mtsu.edu
MTSU Equestrian Team
meets every Monday at 7
p.m. at the TN Livestock
Center Sales Arena.

MTSU students who need
speech testing or speech
therapy services should call
the MTSU Speech Clinic,
898-2661, for an appt.
MTSU LAMBDA
ASSOCIATION: A social
support group for gays,
lesbians and bisexuals
meets every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. in Mass Comm Room
104. For more info, call 7802293.

International Student's
Association meets Fridays
at 6 p.m. in KUC 318.
Contact Kaysone
Panyanouvong at 893-4457.
Dinner/Worship every
Tue. at 5:30 p.m. at Wesley
Foundation for $2.50.
Worship on Wed. at 7 p.m.
and Sun. at 8 p.m.
Prayer Breakfast at
Presbyterian Student
Fellowship Friday mornings
at 7. Contact Michael
Malone at 893-1787.
"Raiders for Christ"
devotional every Monday at
7 p.m. and small group bible
studies on Thursdays (times
vary). Contact Eddy Dyer at
895-9439 or the MTSU
Student Christian Center at
896-1529.
College Worship
Wednesday nights at 9 at
the Presbyterian Student
Fellowship (615 N. Tenn.
Blvd.). Contact Michael
Malone at 893-1787.
Church of God in Christ
Revival on Campus
Ministries meets every
Thursday in the KUC. Bible
study and guest speakers.
Everyone is welcome. For
more information call
Rolanda Payne at 898-4065.

DEADLINES FOR
CAMPUS CAPSULE
SUBMISSIONS:
MONDAY EDITION:
5 P.M. FRIDAY
THURSDAY
EDITION:
5 P.M. TUESDAY

All submissions must
be brought by or sent
to the Sidelines office
in writing. Phone in
submissions will not
be accepted. Sidelines
reserves the right not
to publish any listing
for
any
reason.
Sidelines
is
not
responsible for false
information.
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Tournament will add
to parking problems

Play that funky music

RRTnram

CHARLES HOGUE/Staff

Sophomore music education major Mark Howell practices on the marimba in one of Wright Music Hall's
practice rooms last Wednesday.

BE INFORMED! Attend the SGA Presidential
Speak-out. Today, 8 p.m., KUC rm 324.
Sponsored by McHenery Hall.

Staff Writer
The Tennessee Secondary
Schools Athletic Association
(TSSAA) is holding the girl's
and
boy's
basketball
tournaments at Murphy
Center March 8-11 and 1518.
Parking may pose a
problem on these days due to
the tournaments. Students
are encouraged to arrive 30
minutes to an hour early for
their classes.
"Parking is always a
problem, and this year the
timing isn't good. The boys
tournament is usually held
during Spring Break, but
this year the tournaments
take place while classes are
in session." said Ronnie
Carter, Executive Director of
TSSAA.
Mid-terms are scheduled
for March 8-11.
The
Tennessee Livestock Center
is holding Agribition March
15-18.
"Agribition is one of the
Center's biggest events, so
parking will fill up the
livestock center parking lot
and spill over onto the
campus." said Gary Hunter,

Director of Parking and
Transportation.
The Greenland parking
lots A and B have been
reserved by TSSAA for VIPs
and the media. Lots C and D
will also fill up quickly. The
schools participating in
TSSAA have been given a
map directing that they park
on the east side of campus,
near Corlew and Cummings
Hall.
An additional Raider
Express shuttle will be
running a direct route from
the east side of the campus
to Murphy Center every 15
minutes.
Tournament activities are
scheduled to begin at 9 a.m.
and the games start at 11
a.m. Activities could last
until 11 p.m. each night.
Automobiles will be coming
in and out of the lots several
times during the days.
There will be between
40,000 and 50,000 people in
attendance
Wednesday
through Saturday each week.
Attendance increases toward
the afternoon and weekends,
while the amount of students
parking on campus decreases
at that time. ■

THE Bono

MICROSSINCS
uesdays at 9:00 p.m.
In Concert
Tuesday, March 7
Kyle and Susan
Matthews
Free!

Free Pizza served at 8:30 p.m.
Praise and Worship each Tuesday
AT THE m CROSSMAIN WIlPINfr
129 EAST MAIN STREET, MURFREES&0R0
Sponsored by first Paptist Church College Ministry
for More Information call 893-2514

ti&H6CJlILL

DOC

-'

1211 (,I,,III,III,I Or. \ V Hoi n, IX
H9S-48W

FOOD SPECIALS
MONDAY
1/3 Off On All Sandwiches
TUESDAY
1/3 Off On All Burgers
WEDNESDAY
ISt Cajun Hot Wings
THURSDAY
1/3 Off All Appetizers
FRIDAY
Free Fries With Any Burger Or Sandwich Order
SATURDAY
Happy Hour Prices All Day Until 7p.m.
SUNDAY
ISt Cajun Hot Wings
11:30am - 9pm Dine-In Only

MUSIC LINE-UP
MONDAY 3/6
MIKE PALMER & FRIENDS
TUESDAY 3/7
MERRY MADNESS
WEDNESDAY 3/8

f

DEAN HALL
THURSDAY 3/9
RADON DAUGHTER AND FLUID OUNCES
FRIDAY 3/10

RUGFISH
SATURDAY 3/11
HANK FLAMINGO
SUNDAY 3/12
BLUE MEANIES AND DR. GONZO
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CSNTtlEY 11
CD'S* RECORDS *
TAPES * JEWELRY
New & Used CD's - Records
108 N. BairdLn
Murfreesboro, TN 37130
(Corner ol Bai'd & Main)

OPEN MON-SAT11-7

Mc&.
It's Time To Tan
Come tan with us at

gunJciss tanning
WELL GIVE YOU

Murfreesboro's Newest Place To Tan
Tanning Salon of Miss M.T.S.U. 1995

10 WEEKS.

Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a
leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines And Officer Candidates
School (OC5) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, well give you ten weeks to prove it

Marines
The In. Hit PHud. TheMirian.

Student Visit
Individual Visit
7 Visits
10 Visits
15 Visits
20 Visits

MARINE
The Corps is seeking patriotic Black American college students
(who want a challenging, well paying job after graduation) to
become an Officer of Marines. Freshmen-Seniors should talk to
Captain Simmons in the KUC lobby from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
on March 8th. For more information call 1-800-621-5510.

$3.00
$4.00
$18.95
$26.95
$32.95
$39.95

Hours:
Monday-Saturday 9a.m.-????
Sunday-By special appointment
Located in the Georgetown Sq.
Shopping Center, next to the
Peddler. Or call us at
849-SUNN (7866)

1^ 6l8#^

HOURS:
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
11A.M.-10P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11A.M.-11P.M.

NOW OPEN AT 1111 GREENLAND DRIVE
SERVING AUTHENTIC MEXICAN FOOD

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED
VALID FOR BOTH LOCATIONS
HAPPY HOUR: SUNDAY-THURSDAY 3P.M.-7P.M.

r

~FRli"LUNCH ""
2 LUNCHEON SPECIALS AND

GET THE THIRD ONE OF EQUAL OR
LESSER VALUE

□□

NW

ALEXANDER
FORD

r3R0AP

□

LA
SIESTA

KROGER

FREE.

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIALS OR
DISCOUNTS (SMART CARDS, USC, ETC.)
PLEASE PRESENT COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
EXPIRES APRIL 6,1995
HEY AMIGOS! COME VISIT US IN OUR TWO LOCATIONS:
1608 NW BROAD ST. 1111 GREENLAND DR.

890-4606

890-0773

RACHAELGUESS
Staff Writer
Campus flooding will be a
problem of the past upon
completion of a drainage
system currently being
constructed as part of
MTSU's $9.49 million
utilities project.
"We have decreased the
flow rate of storm water
leaving
the
campus,
especially by Schardt Hall
and Bell Street," said Bill
Smotherman, director of
MTSU's physical plant. "The
drainage system has been
successful in correcting
major flooding, but we still
have small details to finish,
such as potholes and puddles
in our streets."
Extensive work was done
last summer to install an
underground collection box
between the Ned McWherter
Learning Resources Center
and Corlew Hall that would
route water from Jones Hall,
McFarland Health Services,
Cummings Hall and the
MTSU baseball field. Excess
storm water from this
collection box is then routed
to a retention basin located
on Rutherford Boulevard.
Another major project
was the installation of a 30inch water line to drain
storm water from the
collection box and the

retention basin. The line is
buried between Todd Library
and Jones Hall, runs to the
Cope
Administration
Building and ends at
Monohan Hall.
"The 30-inch line is small
enough to control the
amount of water leaving the J
box and basin. We send
water gradually over a
period of three to four days i
to avoid flooding the
campus," Smotherman said.
The drainage system is
complete in all areas except
for the new library which is
expected to be finished July
20.
Because of its location,
the future library cannot use
the underground collection
box behind Corlew Hall, and
a separate drainage system
is being constructed to
service the library and the
John
Bragg
Mass
Communication Building.
The new system will
eliminate the present
drainage ditches in front of
the Mass Communication
building.
"I haven't really noticed a
big difference in the flooding
on campus since the
construction, but it doesn't
seem like we've had as much
rain this spring," said
Shanna Davenport, senior
nutrition major. ■

Workshop gives
tips for employment
MARTHA mm—
Staff Writer

* MEMRESimr *

BUY

New drainage
system to control
campus flooding

LA
SIESTA

□

i

z
>-

GREENLAND

1 -1URPHY
( £NTER

The Placement and
Student Employment Center
sponsored the "Career
Placement Orientation and
Career Fair Tips" workshop
last Thursday to prepare
seniors and graduate
students for their job search
and the College-To-Career
Fair that takes place every
year in Nashville.
"Our major goal is to
assist students in the process
of
finding
career
employment," said Martha
Turner, director of the
Placement and Student
Employment Center.
Jo meet this goal, the
Placement Office provides
special annual and year-long
services to students and
alumni.
The Placement Center
holds a Career Day every fall
as
well
as
Teacher
Recruitment Week, Summer
Jobs Fair and College-ToCareer Fair every spring.
The Placement Office's
Career Resource Library
contains information on
employers and current job

vacancies for the student's
convenience.
Many
employers come to the
campus to recruit students.
The staff actively helps
students get part-time and
summer-time jobs, as well as
internships with different
companies.
Periodic workshops are
held
for
interview
preparation, resume writhf
and senior orientation for
career placement. Resume
critiques and video-tap<
mock interviews are als<
offered to help students
prepare themselves for the
interview.
It is important tha
students register with th<
Placement Center at leas
three semesters befor
graduation. In the '93'9
school year, over 2,00
seniors, graduate studentsj
and alumni applied to th
Placement Center fo
assistance. Registratio
entitles students to intervie'
with prospective employer;
receive monthly newsletter
and recruiting calendari
and refer their resumes
employers. ■
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AIDS statistics
continue to rise
override the homosexual
rate."
Staff Writer
Ellis warns against the
AIDS is the number one myths that surround the
killer of women between the disease.
"The myth about the
ages of 25-44, according to
Dr. Cheryl Ellis, associate condom being 100 percent
safe is one of them," Ellis
HPERS professor.
According to the U. S.. said. "The condom is safer,
Public Health Service, 74 but just like anything else
percent of the women manmade, it is able to fail."
"Some feel that the
infected with HIV are
disease
is closer to other
women of color. 53 percent
are African- ^^^—^-^^— ^^^^^^^^^_ groups than
it is to them,
American,
but
it's
2lpercent
important to
are Hispanic
remember
and
.05
that
this
percent are
disease does
Asian
not
disPacific
criminate,"
Studies
Ellis said.
show that
"My
women are
students
still
most
ask
me
about
susceptable
the mosquito
to
the
bite. Some
disease in a
still believe
heteroin that myth
sexual
-Cheryl Slaughter Ellis even after I
relationship
HPERS"professor
explain it^"
because of
r
"Most
the
high,
people don't
concen-tration of the virus in
feel susceptible to the
blood and semen.
"There are still more men disease and don't want to
than women carrying the deal with their mortality. I
think we are at the tip of the
disease." Ellis said.
Ellis
said,
Homosexual men are iceberg,"
more susceptible to the responding to a question
disease than heterosexual about college student's
attitudes to the disease.
men according to Ellis.
Elise said she encourages
"This disease does not
discriminate based on anyone who has been
sexuality or race and color," involved in high risk
Ellis said.
"The disease is behavior to get tested.
"We don't know how
prevalent whenever risky
behaviors are involved. At many have the virus because
the
rate
that
the a lot of people involved in
heterosexual rate is rising, high risk behavior groups
the heterosexual rate may often don't get tested." ■

ISAAC DANIEL

"Some feel that
the disease is
closer to other
groups than it is
to them, but its
important to
remember that
this disease does
not
discriminate."

Organizations cry for
student interest

imwm

persist toward graduation,"
Stephens said. "It is much
Special to Sidelines
easier to abandon one's
• Interest remains low in education when there is no
campus organizations and involvement in other areas."
can be attributed to the large
MTSU offers many
number of commuters and different organizations to its
non-traditional students, students.
Aside from
according to associate dean of fraternities and sororities,
students Dr. Gail Stephens.
there are organizations
Members of a student devoted to professional,
organization enjoy several departmental, honor and
advantages. As a registered special interest pursuits.
organization, there is no fee Most students get involved
for using campus facilities. with organizations of their
Programs are held each major area of study while
Sejhiester for students to staying above the required
j.d leadership skills and GPA minimum.
reduce students who share
Organizational activities
the same field of study. include regular meetings,
Many meetings are held in banquets, conferences and
order to hear special tournaments.
The
speakers who reveal tips for intercollegiate sport club
a better career.
prepares for tournaments
Student organizations and that are held at the end of
clubs are considered to be the semester. It is an
very important, according to opportunity to engage
Stephens.
students who would like to
"Students
who
are play sports without getting
involved in organizations on involved in the NCAA team
campus are more likely to sports. ■
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SALT 8c PEPPER
Christian Bookstores
PRESENT
MARK LO WRY
with special guest
BRIAN BARRETT
with very special guest
CHAD HUNTER & THE. PROMISE
MARCH 3Dth 1995
Riverdale HS Gym Murfreesboro TN
TIME: 7:30p.m.
TICKETS;

S 10.OO Adult

$ 8.00 Student

Exclusively at Salt & Pepper
207 Sanbym Dr.
&
Jackson Height Plaza

Murfreesboro TN

Benefiting Crisis Pregnancy Support Center, Murfreesboro

SGA
ELECTIONS
MARCH 14 AND 15, 1995
JUB 8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
OUTSIDE THE CAFETERIA

KUC 8:00 AM TO 6:30 PM
OUTSIDE THE GRILL

•PRESIDENT
•SPEAKER OF THE SENATE
•SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
ELECTION COMMISSIONER
•SENATE SEATS
•REFERENDUMS
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years ago in Knoxville when
GREEK
they established a Greek
Row."
MTSU currently owns
Alpha,
Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Kappa Alpha, the land on Rutherford
Alpha Gamma Rho, Tau Boulevard where the
would
be
Kappa Epsilon; Delta Tau housing
Delta, Beta Tau Pi and established, and the Greek
Kappa
Sigma
have organizations would agree
demonstrated interest in to lease the land from the
establishing houses as well university for an allotted
as the Panhellenic Council time. MTSU will approach
who wants to set up a house institutions to fund Greek
that can accommodate their housing,
and
the
organizations
would
corporate needs.
LaLance expects the gradually
pay
the
next
step
is
the university back.
development
of
the
"The development of the
infrastructure, including houses
will
be
a
utility access, streets and participatory process,"
parking lots. After the LaLance said.
"The
infrastructure is complete, university wouldn't just
the university will begin build them, and say 'here
building houses.
they are, now live in them'
'This project is really an to the organizations."
attempt to plow ground that
LaLance believes that
has never been plowed the earliest date for the
before," LaLance said. "The completion of Greek Row
closest thing would be 30 will be four years. ■

Music
continued from page 1

their teaching.
A lack of respect for the
students was also cited as a
problem
within
the
department.
Williamson said that
Music Department Chairman
Dr. John Bingham told her
student evaluations do not
weigh heavily when a
faculty's
teaching

performance is evaluated.
Williamson
said
that
Bingham cited student bias
for or against a faculty
member as a reason for
devaluing
student
evaluations.
Bingham could not be
reached for a response by
press time.
The students also said
that some faculty treat
students with less respect
than would be expected in a

Divisions/Multiple
Connections: Women, Power,
and Politics."
"The two speakers had
very interesting,
very
opposite things to say," said
Dianna Williams, an English
professor who presented her
own paper at the conference.
"Daly's speech was
focused more on the
individual," Slagle said,
"while Molina's speech was
more community focused."
The conference committee
issued a call for papers about
women's issues to various
women
at
different
universities and colleges to
evaluate interest in the
conference. Panel members
and speakers were chosen
from those who responded.
Ayne Cantrell, professor
of English, acted as the
coordinator of the event, and
university environment.
Debbie Burton, a senior
instrumental
music
education major, said her
biggest concern is for the
reputation of the department
after graduation. She is
concerned the department
will not have a good
reputation.
Alderman said he came to
the department because of its
reputation as a good school
for band director educators,

many
MTSU
faculty
participated.
Panel sessions with the
presentation of selected
papers were held to give
participants an opportunity

'This made it
more of a
participatory
conference...
We weren't just
listening to a
lecture/'
-Judith Slagle
Assistant English Professor
to ask questions.
"This made it more of a
participatory conference,"
said Slagle. "We weren't just
listening to a lecture."
Pauline
Young,
a
professor at the University of
but now he's also concerned
about its reputation.
Williamson said she
wants to be proud of her
alma mater and be able to
recommend her future
students to come here.
"I care so much about this
department and that's why
I'm saying something,"
Williamson said.
"We're concerned about
the direction this department
is going," Burton said.

Glamorgan
in
Wales,
presented a paper on
'Manipulating the Margins."
"My audience responded
very well," she said, "and
there was great support from
my fellow panelists."
There were several
speakers and participants
such as Young who came
from distances as far as
Texas, California, and
Russia.
A book exhibit was held
all weekend featuring works
by women, and there were
also viewings of feminist
films.
According to Nancy
Rupprecht, the director of the
women's studies program,
the funding for the
conference was granted by
the university through the
women's studies division.
Plans were made this year
to hold the conference every
other year following this
one.B

|

The students said now is
the right time for the
university to see what's going
on in the department since
the charges of simple assault
against Bingham have been
filed.
Bingham was charged
with simple assault last week
and is scheduled to be in
Rutherford County General
Sessions Court March 9 at 9
a.m. ■

1994-95 MIDLANDER ORDER FORM
DATE:_
NAME:
SOCIAL SECURITY NO:.
MTSU BOX NUMBER:
HOME MAILING ADDRESS:
PHONE NUMBER:

PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOXES:
□

YES, I would like to order a copy of the 1994-95
MTSU yearbook, MIDLANDER, at a cost of $20.
Please add a $2.50 charge to cover postage and handling.

D

Please bill me under separate cover. If payment is not
received by the next registration cycle, registration or
graduation may be encumbered.

I

I

Total due

|

|

Payment enclosed

A book in your name is being
ordered with the completion of
this form. This is a commitment
to purchase the Midlander at the
stated costs. No refunds or credits
will be applied unless a written
cancellation is received by the
Student Publications Office, MTSU
Box 42, within 30 days of the posted
date. The book is scheduled to
arrive in August 1995. You will be
notified by mail of its arrival.

(signature)

Please bring this order form to
James Union Building,
Room 306
or
Send thisorder form to :
MTSU Midlander Office
Box 42
Murfreesboro, TN 37132

*
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National Women's History Month
Women in the Curriculum
Monday, March 6
8 a.m. When Civil War Is
Waged by Women N.
Rupprecht HIST 171 PH
213
I p.m. When Civil War Is
Waged by Women N.
Rupprecht HIST 171 PH
313
Tuesday, March 7
Check for time
Undergraduate Women's
Symposium Term. Room of
JUB
Wednesday, March 8
II a.m. Women in
Revolution: Ireland and
Russia N. Rupprecht HIST
429/529 PH 222
Friday, March 10
9 a.m. Female
Sociologists in History J.
Eller SOC 101 PH 219
Friday, March 10
5 p.m. Pat Head Summit,
coach of UT-K women's
basketball team Murphy
Center Dance Studio A
Monday, March 13
11 a.m. Women in the
USSR N. Rupprecht HIST

429/529 PH 222
6 p.m. Guest Speaker
Tonya Jones: Women in
Leadership Positions J.
Phillips GMT 674 KOM 206
Tuesday, March 14
9:25 a.m. The Beguine
Movement J. McCash
HUM 395 BDA 303B
10:50 a.m. Adolescent
Women L. Petty SOC/SW
315 WPS 102
Wednesday, March 15
11 a.m. Women in Britain:
The Post-War Era N.
Rupprecht HIST 429/529
PH222
Friday, March 17
11 a.m. Film: A Room of
One's Own N. Rupprecht
HIST 429/529 PH 222
Monday, March 20
6 p.m. Guest Speaker
Dean B. Haskew: Women
and Leadership MGMT
674 KOM 206
Monday, March 27
11 a.m. Women in PostWar France N. Rupprecht
HIST 429/529 PH 222
3 p.m. Literature,

Gender, Sexuality: The
Poems of Marilyn
Hacker C. Gendron, N.
Long ENGL 485 PH 326

Wednesday, April 5
11 a.m. Socialization of
Girls in the Third Reich
I N. Rupprecht HIST
429/529 PH 222

Wednesday, March 29
3 p.m. Literature,
Gender, Sexuality: The
Poems of Marilyn
Hacker C. Gendron, N.
Long ENGL 485 PH 326

BDA 303B
Wednesday, April 19
11 a.m. Women and the
Holocaust: Race and
Gender N. Rupprecht
HIST 429/529 PH 222

Friday, April 7
II a.m. Socialization of
Girls in the Third Reich
n N. Rupprecht HIST
429/529 PH 222

Thursday, March 30
9:25 a.m. Margery Kempe
J. McCash HUM 395 BDA
303B
1:40 p.m. The Women's
Suffrage Movement in
Tenn. M. Hoffschwelle
HIST 466 PH 204
Friday, March 31
10 a.m. The Women's
Suffrage Movement in
Tenn. M. Hoffschwelle
HIST 466 PH 307
11 a.m. The Women's
Suffrage Movement in
Tenn. M. Hoffschwelle
HIST 466 PH 307
Monday, April 3
11 a.m. Women in the
Third Reich N. Rupprecht
HIST 429/529 PH 222

Friday, April 21
11 a.m. Women in the
Post-War Era N.
Rupprecht HIST 429/529
PH222

Monday, April 10
10 a.m. Women's Health:
Ages and Stages in Our
Lives B. Emery CDFS 439
EHS 200

Wednesday, April 26
10 a.m. Immortal Sisters:
The Secrets of Taoist
Women R. Bombardi PHIL
311 JUB 204

Wednesday, April 12
11 a.m. Women in WWII
N. Rupprecht HIST 429/529
PH222
12 p.m. Barbara
McClintock: Nobel
Laureate and Genetics S.
Barlow BIOL 100 DSB 100

Friday, April 28
9 a.m. Melissa Etheridge
as Poet B. Klemt ENGL
223 PH 322
10 a.m. Immortal Sisters:
The Secrets of Taoist
Women R. Bombardi PHIL
311 JUB 204
11 a.m. Melissa Etheridge
as Poet B. Klemt ENGL
223 VIS 242

Monday, April 17
11 a.m. Women in
Resistance Movements
N. Rupprecht HIST 429/529
PH222

Classes are open to
students, faculty, staff
and the Murfreesboro
community.

Tuesday, April 18
9:25 a.m. Christine de
Pizan J. McCash HUM 395

*sf

Dave Barry on Monday.
school daze on Thursday.

BIG DfiDDV S

Opinions

BOOGIE BUNGALOW

only in Sidelines

18 AND OVER

Tuesday

*ZU

Rock the Vote.
Blue Raider style.
Know the facts.
Know the info.
Get out and VOTE.

Student House Party
Free Bottomless Beer Bust
All Night
18 & Over
Wildman Walter Webb
Spinning Wheels of Steel

Wednesday
Super Lady Pollusa at Big Daddy U.

Be sure to attend the
SGA Speak-Outs this
week.
Monday, KUC Rm 324* 8
Wednesday, KUC Grill,
Noon.
Your voice can make a
difference.

Y107Gater Harrison
Live Remote
Conducting Classes in Conspicuous Consumption and Liter-ature
No Cover For Ladies

Man of Steel Contest
All ladies free admission
18 & over
1st place $150
2nd place $75
3rd place $25
(register by 10:30p.m. bring gym and dress clothes)
Grand Prize -1995 Nissan Hardbody Truck
awarded to the overall winner on May 10, 1995
21 & Over No Cover

....

1204 Murfreesboro Rd.
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Zima's sweet flavor feared to
encourage underage drinking
Rock

THE VOTE...

BIUE RAJCJER STYIE.

Siudy THE fAds ANd MAICE youR
CHOJCE.
THE

Biq DAys ARE MARCH 14 ANd 15.

Polls will

DE

iN

THE

KUC

FROM

8:50

A.M. UNTil 5:50 p.M. AINd iN THE JUB
fROM 5:45 p.M. UNTil 6:50 p.M. foR
NJqhT STudENTS.

A

Hot Delivery Special
tfowVbulik

Small One Topping Pizza Plus
1 Free Drink
*Good on Campus Grounds only

Expires March 12
One coupon pet pizza. Not valid wiih any other
coupon. Customer pays sales tai where
applicable. ©1993 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

$3 .99 + tax
896-0028

must have coupon

Add a
twisty
only 99c

CHECK OUT THE OPPORTUNITIES
THAT AWAIT YOU AT
CNA LIFE IN NASHVILLE

GOLDEN,
Colo.
(CPS)—It
looks
like
sparkling bottled water, is as
sweet as a soda, and packs
the punch of a beer.
But despite the slogan
"Unique Alcohol Beverage"
printed on each label of
Zima, some law enforcement
officials and parents are
complaining that underage
drinkers often don't know
they're drinking alcohol until
it's too late.
"Zima is so sweet, so
different from beer, that
some teens might think it's
like Seven-Up or Sprite and
keep drinking it with no real
concerns about how drunk
they might end up," says Kae
McGuire, associate director
of the Trauma Foundation of
San Francisco General
Hospital. They drink it and
drink it, and all of a sudden
it hits them. There could be
some serious problems."
In an effort to answer
critics
who
say the
corporation is promoting teen
drinking and drunk driving,
Coors Brewing Company is
sending out letters strongly
denying that Zima, the
colorless alcoholic beverage,
is being targeted for young
drinkers.
Since Zima became widely
available last year, parents,
school advisers and law
enforcement officials from
more than 12 states have
contacted Coors expressing
concern over the drink's
content, fearing that the
taste has attracted teens who
would otherwise not be
interested in drinking
alcohol.
Callers also complained
that the drink cannot be
detected
by
police
Breathalyzer tests. (False.
It can.)
Coors officials, however,
say that it's naive to blame
underage drinking on any
one consumer product.
"There have been rum

and Cokes around forever,
and wine coolers have been
around for a while, too," says
Bart
Alexander,
spokesperson for Coors. "Are
these drinks responsible for
underage drinking?"
Brandy
Anderson,
spokesperson for Mothers
Against Drunk Driving, says
that the group has heard
complaints about the Coors
beverage
but
hasn't
formulated a position on the
issue yet.
"We want to take a broad
look at the marketing
practices of beer and liquor

"We feel very
strongly about
underage
drinkers, and
we want to
make sure that
alcohol isn't
being targeted
in any way to
youths."
- Brandy Anderson
spokesperson for
MADD
companies in general," says
Anderson, adding that the
group is forming a national
committee to study the
alcohol marketing and
should have an opinion by
May. "We feel very strongly
about underage drinkers,
and we want to make sure
that alcohol isn't being
targeted in any way to
youths."
Alexander says that Coors
created Zima to appeal to
adult drinkers and has
marketed
the
drink
accordingly.
"We've stated all along
that Zima is an alcoholic
beverage," he says, adding

that Coors is involved with
programs designed to combat
underage drinking on college
campuses across the nation.
"Our initial television
commercials took place in
bars. We were appealing to a
market by showing where
the beverage would be
consumed, and since you
have to be 21 to get served
alcohol,
we felt the
advertising campaign stated
the obvious."
Alexander says some of
the complaints he's heard
about the drink are
contradictory. "People say
kids are getting drunk on
Zima because they don't
know it contains alcohol," he
says. "Then they say kids
drink Zima to get drunk
because they think it tastes
better than other alcoholic
drinks. It can't be both
ways."
Although Coors has heard
numerous concerns about the
inability to detect Zima on
Breathalyzer tests, officials
say that the rumor began
shortly after the beverage
was introduced and has
"absolutely no foundation in
fact."
According
to
a
spokesperson for the Chicago
Police
Department,
Breathalyzer tests measure
the level of ethanol on a
person's breath.
Since
ethanol is an ingredient in
Zima, as in all other alcoholic
products, the drink would
register on any Breathalyzer.
"Zima has the same
alcoholic content as premium
beers," says Jon Goldman, a
company representative.
"The Breathalyzer rumors
are not even an issue.
They're simply untrue."
Goldman says that Zima
is brewed like beer before the
beer color and taste are
filtered out. Natural flavors
are then added, which give
the drink its unique flavor. ■

Westminister College guarantees
students to graduate in four years
CAMPl'S INTERVIEWS:
TUESDAY. MARCH I4TH & TUESDAY, APRIL 181H
The CNA Insurance Companies, one of the nation's leading insurance innovators, have outstanding entry-level career opportunities as LIFE SPECIALISTS
for aggressive, bright individuals who thrive in a fast-paced, ever-changing
environment. As a member of the world-class CNA Life team, you will be
involved in challenging learning experiences that may include underwriting,
accounting, claims, customer service, and more! Ideal candidates should be
detail-oriented and have a Bachelor's or Master's degree, good PC skills and the
ability to work as part of a team.
For more information, or to schedule an interview, please contact your Career
Placement Office or send resume to:

CVA

For All the Commitments You Make*
Attn: Earl Lamons
P.O. Box 305123
Nashville, TN 37230-5123
PH: (615)871-1453 • FAX: (615)871-1487
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V

FULTON,
Mo.
(CPS)-Westminister College
is offering students an
unusual guarantee: If they
don't graduate in four years,
classes after that are free.
But
to
discourage
students from dallying, there
is a catch. Students must
meet
some
basic
requirements, such as taking
a full load of classes and
pulling in C's in their
courses, says Jim Muensch,
director of media relations at
Westminister College.
"As long as students
follow the guidelines, which
are to take 16 hours a
semester, get C's in their
classes and decide upon a

major in their sophomore
year, we guarantee they'll
graduate in four years or
extra classes are free," says
Muensch.
Administrators at the
700-student college came up
with the idea after hearing
that
many
students,
especially those at public
universities, couldn't enroll
in the classes they needed to
graduate.
"Our president has a
daughter in college at
another
school," says
Muensch. "This year, she told
him that is she couldn't get
into a section of a class she
needed for her major, she
wouldn't graduate on time.

This shocked him."
Next year's freshman will
be the first eligible for the
offer.
"Parents and students are
understandably concerned
about the financial burden
they will assume should
graduation be postponed one
or even two years, not to
mention the costs associated
with delayed entry into the
job
market,"
says
Westminister
College
President James Traer.
"Westminister's guarantee of
providing access to all
required courses within the
four-year
period
will
eliminate those concerns." ■
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Bobbitt movie shown on college campus
WASHINGTON (CPS)—
A student group at George
Washington University has
stirred controversy on
campus with its plans to
show an X-rated movie
featuring John Wayne
Bobbitt.
The University's Program
Board will sponsor a
screening of "John Wayne
Bobbitt
Uncut,"
a
pornographic movie starring
the notorious husband from
Manassas, Va., whose wife,
Lorena, cut off his penis in
1992. A discussion and
debate on the issue of
pornography and adult films
will be held after the movie.
Some GW students,
however, are upset that the

board will show the "porno years ago.
She said
nick."
controversy and discussion
Nicholas
Provenzo, surrounded the films every
president of the American year.
Collegiate Conservatives,
Provenzo said he believes
said he agrees pornography the Program Board has
is an important issue to resorted to sensationalism by
discuss but does not feel a showing "Bobbitt Uncut."
college campus is the proper
He called the leadership
place to show the film.
of the board "irresponsible"
"If Program Board wants for showing a pornographic
to discuss pornography, they film. "It's poor judgment,
can take a field trip to an and we have to hold them
XXX theater," Provenzo said, accountable."
he added that the idea of
Fugazy said student
showing "Bobbitt Uncut" was feedback has been far more
"devoid of tact and common positive than negative. She
decency."
added that the movie, which
Amanda Fugazy, chair of was shown Feb. 27, was
the Program Board, said donated and that no
showing an adult movie was university funds will be used
an annual event until five in its showing.

Clinton vows to
veto changes to
student loan bill
SAN
FRANCISCO
(CPS)-President Bill Clinton
has vowed to veto any
legislation that would
eliminate the interest
subsidy on student loans.
In a recent speech to
educators at the American
Council on Education
conventions
in
San
Francisco, Clinton attacked
GOP plans that propose
students pay back the
interest accrued on loans
while they were still in
school.
The Republicans "want to
pay for the tax cuts in their
Contract with America by
eliminating the student loan
subsidy so that we can start
charging interest on the
loans to our poorest students
while they're still in college,"
Clinton said.
Eliminating the subsidy,
which is about $2 billion a
year, "would be the biggest
cut in student financial aid
in the history of the United
States," he added.
If interest subsidies are
eliminated,
graduates
making payments on a
typical $5,000 student loan
would be charged an
additional $350 in interest
for each year they were in
school. Currently, borrowers
do not accrue interest
charges on student loans
until after they finish school
and start repaying their

loans.
The president also
defended his direct loan
program, which eliminates
banks and state student aid
commissions from the federal
loan process.
"We eliminated the
middlemen and got the funds
directly to the schools and
the borrowers, which meant,
unbelievably, lower fees,
lower interest rates, easier
repayment choices for
students," Clinton said.
Republicans have said
that eliminating banks from
the student loan equation
only adds to an alreadybloated federal bureaucracy.
Clinton told the attending
college presidents that they
shared
similar
responsibilities.
"Our
job-yours
and
mine
together-is to redefine the
partnership to empower our
people through education
and through training to face
the demands of this age,"
Clinton said.
The president also
campaigned for his income
tax deductions of up to
$10,000 a year for college or
technical training.
'The fight for education is
the fight for the American
Dream," Clinton said. "It is
the fight for America's
middle class. It is the fight
for the 21st century." ■

Where's the No. 1
team? Right here.

*»

Sports
only in Sidelines

|

Yet several campus
organizations from different
ends of the political spectrum
agree that "Bobbitt Uncut"
should not be shown at GW.
College
Republican
Treasurer Jason P. Miller
said he was "shocked" that
the film would be shown on
campus. While the College
Republicans have yet to
discuss the viewing, Miller
said he is personally against
the
Program
Board's
decision.
Miller said he supports
artistic expression on campus
but added, "don't bring
pornography."
College
Democrat
President Burke Strunsky
said he thinks the viewing of

the film on campus is
"ridiculous."
"I've heard of programs
that lack substance, but this
one takes the cake,"
Strunsky said.
He added that while he
would not ask members of
the College Democrats to
boycott the film, he hopes
that none of them will
attend.
GW feminist groups
Womyn's Issues Now said in
a statement that its members
were against pornography,
adding that it is directly
linked to violence against
women. ■

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥
y Family Tanning Salon and Gift Shop y
MURFREESBORO, TN 37130

Practice
senseless acts
of kindness
and beauty*

¥
¥
(615)893-4200
Owner - Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Barnes
¥
¥
Manager- Martha Moore
¥
¥
We are now open 7 days a week
a 10% Student Discount"
¥
¥ "Mention this ad forFeaturing
• WOLFF Tanning Beds • Norvell Body Drench
¥
¥
• AUSTRALIAN GOLD products • California Tan
¥
¥
We have 5 beds for your convenience.
¥
¥
ALL NEW BULBS
Come out Shelbyville Hwy (231 S) 1 1/2 miles past
past the
me interstp'e
mterst&o.
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

The Student Publications Committee
is now taking applications
for

1995-96 Mdlander Editor
1995-96 Collage Editor
Qualified candidates should:
•Be an MTSU student registered for course work at
the time of application.
•Have a 2.5 cumulative QPA at the time of
application.
•Provide three letters of recommendation, a current
transcript and no more than five samples of their
work professionally mounted.
•Deadline for applications is 4:00 p.m. March 17.

Editors receive a full tuition scholarship
and a salary during their term.
Applications may be picked up from the
Student Publications office, James Union
Building 308, 8a.m. - 4:30p.m., M-F.
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Rock the Uote....
Blue Raider Style.
Show that your uoice
counts on this campus.
Let's make this the best
uoter turnout in the
history of MTSU. It all rests
on your shoulders.
Student Elections mill be on
March 14-15,
Tuesday and Wednesday
Uote in the KUC from
-8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
and in the JUB from
5:45 p.m.-6:30 p.m.

Just Uote It!
planet

Heavy Russian artillery result
in Chechnyan mass graves
SHALI, Russia (AP) —
Using the same tactic that
pushed rebel fighters out of
Grozny, Russian forces
pounded southern Chechnya
on Sunday with heavy
artillery and rockets.
Also Sunday, a newspaper
reported the discovery of two
open mass graves in the
capital of the breakaway
republic. The Observer of
London said the graves
contained the bodies of more
than 100 Chechens, most of
them civilians, including
women and children.
Bodies of the newly dead
lay among a far larger
number of decomposing
corpses in open trenches
between Grozny's central
graveyard and a main road,
the newspaper said. Some
were clearly victims of
exploding shells while others
looked relatively unscathed.
There was no suggestion
that the victims had died in a
mass killing, rather the
graves were an indication of
lack of burial space in the
devastated Chechen capital.
Survivors of the twomonth
Russian
bombardment of Grozny visit
the site in search of missing
relatives, the newspaper
said.
With the Russians
tightening their ring around
separatist strongholds, an

aide to Chechen President
Dzhokhar Dudayev struck a
conciliatory note, offering to
resume peace talks.
Military aide Musa
Merzhuyev suggested that
instead
of disarming,
Chechen rebels could join the
Russian army — a farfetched proposal unlikely to
even be considered by either
side.
Meanwhile, about 200
Russian armored vehicles
backed by up to 50 tanks
surrounded the last Chechen
stronghold in southwestern
Grozny, rebel fighters told
the Interfax news agency.
The Russian government
press service also reported a
Russian attack on Gudermes
and fierce fighting around
Argun, two rebel towns east
of Grozny.
At the central market in
Shali, the new base of forces
loyal to Dudayev, vendors
traded fruit, chocolate and
other goods as shells and
rockets shook the ground
every few minutes. Fighters
lounged in the streets of the
city,
about
15
miles
southeast of Grozny.
A Chechen commander at
the new Department for
State Security, who would
only give his name as Alevi,
said his men were holding
back Russian forces along the
highway north of Shali.

"They will stand there for
another year. They will not
move forward," said Alevi,
sporting a vest stuffed full of
hand
grenades
and
ammunition clips.
A Russian plane dropped a
bomb on Shali on Saturday,
killing at least one family.
Ruslan Dukayev, 12, lay
asleep in a Shali hospital
bed,
recovering
from
shrapnel wounds suffered in
the blast. His neighbor
Emedi Isayev, 37, whose own
son was injured in the
attack, said Ruslan had run
into the street to look at the
plane.
"He said he didn't think
they'd shoot at children," said
Isayev.
The bomb hit Ruslan's
home, killing the rest of his
family.
On the road to the
neighboring village of Stary
Atagy, empty save for the
occasional speeding car or
truck, shells exploded 500
yards away as Russian
gunners targeted an old
factory works.
Russia sent its troops into
Chechnya on Dec. 11 to crush
an independence bid in the
Caucasus
Mountains
republic. Thousands of troops
and civilians are believed to
have been killed. ■
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CONRAD'S LOUNGE - HOLIDAY INN
HAPPY HOUR MON-FRI

4:30-8 - $2

COCKTAILS

MONDAY NIGHT: COLLEGE NIGHT
$3 PITCHERS OF DRAFT
TUESDAY NIGHT: BEAT THE CLOCK
$2 PITCHERS START AT 8.
LASER KARAOKE STARTS AT 9.
MIDNIGHT MONEY MADNESS - $500.00 IN CASH IN THE
CONRAD'S MONEY MACHINE!!
WEDNESDAY NIGHT: MEXICAN BUFFET
BUILD YOUR OWN TACO FREE!! KARAOKE
52.00 MAXI MARGARITA
$1.50 SHOTS OF TEQUILA TILL 10.
THURSDAY NIGHT: THE BEST LADIES NIGHT IN THE 'BORO!!
75c COCKTAILS AND $1 BOTTOMLESS MUGS FOR THE LADIES 'TIL
10. KARAOKE STARTS AT 9.
FRIDAY NIGHT: YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC!
SATURDAY NIGHT: OUR FAMOUS
DOLLAR COCKTAIL HOUR FROM 9-10!!
Must be 21 yn of age with a valid ID.
Holiday Inn Murfreesboro 896-2420

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — President Clinton's
surgeon general nominee
said Sunday he was furious
in 1972 when he learned poor
black men had been part of
syphilis experiments in
Alabama and demanded
treatment for them.
Critics raised questions
about Dr. Henry Foster's
connection with a federal
study in which black men
with syphilis were left
untreated.
The conservative Family
Research Council said a book
on the study, known as the
Tuskegee Project, reported
that Foster had served on a
10-member local medical
board that was briefed on the
project in 1969 by the Public
Health Service.
Foster defended himself
during morning services at
First Baptist Church, Capitol
Hill.
"I was president of the
Macon County Medical
Society in 1972. When I
learned
the
federal
government was conducting
experiments on poor black
men — without their
knowledge and without
providing treatment — I was
furious," Foster read in a
statement
to
church
members.

conducted the Tuskegee
Project from 1932 to 1972.
The White House released
a statement by Broadus M.
Butler, who headed a
government commission that
investigated the experiment,
in which he said it was clear
that "this was a federal
government study from start
to finish, with no input or
participation from local
Tuskegee doctors."
Foster told his home town
congregation he left Seattle,
Wash., where he had been
stationed with the Air Force,
to serve poor blacks during
the 1960s in the rural South.
"I was working night and
day, as a young doctor, to
improve the health care of
the women and children who
came to me. Why would I
have turned my back on the
very people I had come to
serve? What would I have
gained?" Foster said.
"And how dare these
groups accuse me. I was
the people of
-Dr. Henry Foster serving
Tuskegee. What were they
immediate treatment be doing? Who were they
serving?"
carried out for these men.
Foster called on his church
"But these radical groups
members
to help fight "the
would like you to believe
something different — latest attack from the right
something other than the wing extremists that are
using my nomination to
truth."
The Public Health Service achieve their radical goals."B

"I called the medical
society together for the
purpose of trying to identify
the
men
from whom
treatment
had
been
withheld. We demanded that

'When /
learned the
federal
government
was conducting
experiments on
poor black men
— without their
knowledge and
without
providing
treatment — /
was furious/'
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Harris Poll confirms obesity epidemic in America
NEW YORK (AP) —
Americans keep putting on
the pounds, according to a
new survey that says nearly
three in four are overweight.
The Harris Poll released
Monday found that 71
percent of Americans age 25
and older are overweight,
based on a national survey of
1,250 adults.
That suggests a steady
climb: Harris polls found 58
percent of Americans were
overweight in 1983, 64
percent in 1990 and 69
percent last year.
"It doesn't surprise me,"
Dr. JoAnn E. Manson, an
endocrinologist at the
Harvard School of Medicine,
said Sunday. "Obesity is an
alarming epidemic."
Other studies have found

that the average American
has gained eight pounds in
the past decade, and that 60
percent of Americans can be
classified as sedentary, she
said.

without clothing and to
describe their body frame or
bone structure. Louis Harris
and Associates Inc. compared
that
information
to
MetropoHtai^ifeinsirrance

isn't considered obese unless
his or her weight is at least
20 percent higher than the
recommended range.
Being overweight is linked
to a host of debilitating
h e a 1 t h
"Everything it
is automated
and very Pr °,b l eA m s •
i
s Everything
f
;___.*
* .,/_
_•«_»_ *_ * including
automated
convenient and it's possible to
heart disease,
and very
stroke and
spend
very
little
energy
in
a
convenient
some cancers.
and
it's
typical day unless you go out of
According
possible to
to the survey
your
way
to
exercise."
spend very
— and based
-Dr. JoAnn E. Manson 0n
the
little energy
in a typical
Endocrinologist Metropolitan
day unless ^^^^^^^^^^
Life
you go out ^^^^^^^^^
recommended
of your way to exercise," tables for recommended weight ranges — 10 percent
Manson said.
weight ranges.
of Americans are at least 30
The new survey asked
Doctors distinguish percent overweight and
people to give their height between overweight and another 12 percent are
without shoes and weight obesity — a person generally between 20 percent and 30

Memphis earns reaccreditation
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) more books in the new
— University of Memphis library.
has been reaccredited by the
The university was
Southern Association of notified of the findings in a
Colleges and Schools, but recent letter and is expected
several concerns were noted.
to submit follow-up reports
The
association's on 16 recommendations by
Commission on Colleges said Oct..6.
the University should
The association praised
address overuse of part-time the
psychology
and
teachers, critical equipment journalism departments and
shortages
in
some said some programs have
departments and a need for brought national recognition.

"I think anyone reading it
needs to understand that by
industry standards we got a
glowing report," University
President V. Lane Rawlins
said.
Dr. Sidney McPhee, vice
provost for academic affairs,
said
several
recommendations
have
already been addressed and
the others will be. ■

percent overweight.
The Harris Poll concluded
that 79 percent of American
men and 64 percent of
American
women
are
overweight.
For the most part, the
proportion of overweight
people increased with age,
from 55 percent of those ages
25-29 up to 82 percent of
those ages 50-64. The
proportion was 70 percent for
people 65 and older.
The poll's overall margin
of sampling error is plus or
minus 3 percentage points.
The poll was conducted by
telephone Feb. 6-9. Results
were weighted by age, sex
and other variables according
to actual proportions in the
population. ■

Vote on
March 1415.

Earn Extra Cash For Spring Break

•••donate Plasma

WHERE CHAMPIONS
WORKOUT
Home Owned &. Operated For
15 Years

NO ENROLLMENT FEE
NO CONTRACTS
314 West LokeyAve.
890-2633
fi

Put Extra Cash In Your Pocket
Up To $240.00 Per Month.
Plus... 'Receive personal satisfaction for helping those who need plasma:
hemophiliacs, burn victims and cancer patients

©
plasma
alliance
^r
"people helping people
n

1620 Church Street'Nashville, Tennessee 37203«(615) 327-3816
Open 7 days a week
Monday-Thursday
7a.m.-10p.m.
Friday 7a.m.-7p.m.
Sat. and Sun. 8a.m.-5p.m.

Check out our Exciting *AH visits must be made
"Flew Donor Plan."
within a 21 day period.
$30 1st visit $25 2nd Visit
Expires 5-31-95
$25 3rd visit $25 4th visit College ID and Drivers
|
License Required
RHH ■

Mon.-Thurs. 8 A.M.-9 P.M.
Fri. 8 A.M.-8 P.M.
Sat 8 AM 3 P.M.; Sun. Noon-3 P.M.
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Republicans tackle America's health care crisis
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republicans, still boasting
about scuttling President
Clinton's convoluted health
reforms last year, now face a
more formidable task: trying
to cobble together their own
insurance remedies without
doing more harm than good.
"Right now, health care is
not very bright on anybody's
radar screen," said Sen.
William Bennett, R-Utah, the
new head of a GOP Senate
task force on health. But, he
said, "this issue will be back
center stage. We're going to
have to deal with it."
Several GOP lawmakers
have introduced bills to help
small
businesses
pool
together and buy insurance
on better terms, and to help

individuals with medical
problems get coverage.
Although health reform
was conspicuously absent
from the GOP's "Contract
With America," both Speaker
Newt Gingrich and Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole
have called for a hard look at
the $162 billion Medicare
program.
Dole has said the
Republicans may seek $146
billion in savings from
Medicare over five years and
half that much from
Medicaid.
Sen.
Bob
Packwood, R-Ore., the
Finance
Committee
chairman, spoke of saving up
to $400 billion over seven
years.
Democrats, on the defensive

last year over Clinton's plan
to mandate health insurance
for all, are now raising
alarms about GOP plans to
tap Medicare and Medicaid
to pay for tax cuts and deficit
reduction.
A year ago, the White
House had its own designs on
Medicare. It was seeking big
savings to help cover the
uninsured and, eventually,
bring down the deficit.
"I bit off more than I could
chew," Clinton acknowledged
Friday.
"I think I made a mistake,
but I think (the Republicans)
did, too" in killing any
reforms, the president said.
Now, both parties should
"figure out a way to help
Americans
get
more

affordable health care and to
solve this problem. And if we
do it in the right way, we will
continue to substantially
lower the cost of Medicare
and Medicaid."
The Republicans are
framing the debate now and
talking
about
moving
Medicare, one of the last
bastions of fee-for-service
medicine, more rapidly into
the managed care arena.
Most working Americans
have become accustomed to
paying more if they want
unrestricted choice of doctors
— or less if they join a health
maintenance organization or
accept other restrictions.
Rep. Bill Thomas, R-Calif.,
the chairman of the Ways
and
Means
health

subcommittee, calls Medicare
a dinosaur that must change
or go bankrupt after the turn
of the century.
Thomas has offered a
bare-bones insurance reform
bill that would require
insurers to accept every
small employer in their
market and limit exclusions
for pre-existing conditions to
six to 12 months.
The House already has
voted to restore the 25
percent health premium
deduction for the selfemployed, and the Ways and
Means Committee opted to
expand Medicare Select, a
managed-care option for
seniors. ■

Rwanda
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NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
The governor of Rwanda's
southern province of Butare
was assassinated in an
ambush, the prime minister
said Sunday.
Pierre-Claver Rwangabo
was shot Saturday night near
the town of Butare, the
provincial capital near the
border with Burundi, Prime
Minister
Faustin
Twagiramungu said by
telephone from Rwanda's
capital, Kigali.
Rwangabo's son and driver
also were killed, Rwandan
radio reported.
The prime minister said the
killing of Rwangabo, a
moderate Hutu, is believed to
have been carried out by
soldiers of the defeated Hutuled government who have
sought refuge in Zaire. An
estimated 30,000 former
soldiers and 10,000 allied
militiamen are among some 1
million Rwandan refugees in
the camps.
But a U.S. human rights
group official said extremist
Tutsis were more likely
suspects. They had accused
the governor of being too soft
on Hutus accused in the
massacres of a estimated
500,000 people, mostly Tutsis,
from April to June last year.
After defeating the Hutuled government last year,
Tutsi-led rebels formed a
government that includes
moderate Hutus, such as
Twagiramungu
and
Rwangabo.
Rwandan radio said the
governor was returning home
from Kigali when the
assailants stopped his car by
blocking the road with a tree.
More than five gunmen in
civilian clothes opened fire.
The broadcast, monitored
by the British Broadcasting
Corp., said his driver and son
also were killed in the
ambush, and Rwangabo's
bodyguard, who returned fire,
was seriously wounded. ■
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Brazilian policemen face murder charge for
holding, killing unarmed robbery suspect
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP)
— Twelve police officers faced
murder charges Sunday after a TV
station broadcast film of a disarmed
robbery suspect being shot in the
back three times as police held him
to the ground.
One officer was charged with the
fatal shooting Saturday, and the
other 11 as accomplices, police said.
The shooting at a busy shopping
mall was the talk of Rio and the rest
of Brazil after it was broadcast to
tens of millions of viewers by the
Globo television network.
The network showed one police
officer, aware of the television
camera and dozens of spectators,

shooting the suspect three times in
the back as he lay prone on the
ground, held down by other officers.
Three armed bandits tried to rob
an armored car as it was collecting
money from shops in the Rio Sul
shopping center on Rio's trendy
South Side, police and news accounts
said.
Police arrived in mid-robbery and
shot the driver of the getaway van.
The TV crew, at the shopping
center covering another story, filmed
the brief shootout and the arrest of
the second suspect.
Television viewers saw police
throw the man to the ground and
drag him by the shirt to the side of

the getaway van. One officer shot the
suspect three times with the man's
own revolver.
Gov. Marcello Alencar watched
film of the shooting with army Gen.
Euclimar da Silva, state security
secretary, and promised justice.
"State police agents are generally
of a very humble, poor background
and even though they were trained,
gunfire took their cool away. The
police acted to suppress a robbery,
but I lament the excesses involved,"
Alencar said.
State police have been criticized
recently for corruption and
ineffectiveness. But Saturday's
shooting has divided the people of

Rio.
Some, like taxi driver Eduardo
Pisa, think "the police did what they
had to do. We now have one less
bandit in our midst."
But for many of Rio's residents,
the gruesome killing was a reminder
that the city is still dangerous after
soldiers were sent last year to help
police fight skyrocketing crime in the
seaside metropolis.
"I just can't admit that this kind of
violence can take place at one of the
city's fanciest shopping centers, less
than a mile away from Copacaban
beach," said Lucelia Jaguaribe, a
shopper visiting from Sao Paulo.■

Hands are not for hitting: Denise Brown
COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) —
In
a
tearful
speech
promoting a charity named
after her slain sister, Denise
Brown said Saturday that
children must be taught that
hands are not for hitting if
they are to become adults
who shun domestic violence.
Brown said that lesson
has been heartbreaking for
the two young children and
family of her sister, Nicole
Brown Simpson.
But she said they hope to
"survive this terror that
we're going through" by

staying active in the Nicole
Brown Simpson Foundation,
dedicated to helping abuse
victims.
"We are the voice that has
to be raised, so it can be
heard among the screams
and the curses," she told the
crowd of about 300 at the
Women
for
Women
conference,
her
voice
breaking. And, she said,
"The education must start
with the children."
The luncheon conference
was organized by women's
groups in the area.

Brown has testified she
believes O.J. Simpson killed
his ex-wife after years of
beating and stalking her.
At a news conference after
the luncheon, she refused to
talk about Simpson's trial,
but said she and others close
to Mrs. Simpson should have
recognized signs of domestic
violence in her life.
"I would hear the sudden
outbursts,"
she
said.
"Sometimes I saw the
bruises."
The foundation has raised
about $200,000 so far, and

has donated money to a
Laguna Beach, Calif.,
women's shelter where
Denise
Brown
sought
comfort and counseling after
the June 12 murders of her
sister and her sister's friend
Ronald Goldman.
"I think Nicole would be
happy knowing what we're
doing here today," she told
the conference crowd. "She
has focused the whole
world's attention on domestic
violence." ■

Collage has an assortment
of woolly beasties and farm
animals who are ready to
begin the Fall issue, but we need a
few students, too. Call 898-5927 or
come by James Union Building,
room 306 or 308 for an application if|
you're interested in working
on the Collage staff next
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and Funeral Blues
pattern had she known.
But I still wouldn't have
seen the dress if I hadn't felt
so much family pressure. I
I hate funerals. I hate
felt like it would be an insult
the smell of them I hate the
not to go and look at her, to
sounds coming from the
get that creepy feeling you
"viewing" room, the bits of
get when you're standing in
conversation I catch when I
front of a relative's coffin
walk by some relative of the
and thinking this person is
deceased. I hate just being
really dead, the big chill has
there.
come and there's no going
The last funeral I went
back. I will never see this
to was my grandmother's. It
person again, never try to
was strange—all these
comprehend what she is
people were sitting around
saying, never nod "yes" when
talking like nothing ever
I don't understand and see
happened, talking about the
that puzzled look in her face
weather and their jobs and
and feel bad for nodding
what they were going to do
"yes" when I should have
on Sunday. While all the
given some other response.
time, not 10 feet away, my
This person is DEAD.
grandmother was stretched
I stood there in front of
out on ice, growing more
the coffin and smelled her
rigid by the moment, dressed perfume one last time—a
in her nicest clothes and
sweet, tickling smell that I
smiling like she was about to remember from childhood. I
go get a sundae at Dairy
resisted the insane urge to
Queen and not about to be
touch her—to feel her skin,
covered with 6 feet of prime
see if she was as cold as she
topsoil. I wouldn't have
looked—by concentrating on
know she was smiling if I
the smell in the room. It was
had been able to decide for
her perfume all right, and
myself whether or not I was
never again would she stand
going to go look at her. I
in front of a mirror and look
almost never do that. But
at herself and spray her neck
this time it seemed like
with it. Or maybe it was the
every relative I had was
flowers crowding around on
urging me to go and have a
all sides; I don't know. It
look. They were telling me
smelled like a funeral parlor,
things like "she looks so
like death, like too much
pretty," and "she just bought kindness trying to cover up a
that dress last Saturday,
lifetime of wrongdoing in one
isn't it nice?" and all the
vast display of telephone
time telling me I just had to
sincerity. I looked at some of
go and see her.
the cards that were attached
The dress was nice. It
to the flowers, and wondered
had big flowers on it, all
how many were written by
colors, kind of gaudy but fine some bored florist sitting in
wearing material for a
a flower shop somewhere
grandmother. But I couldn't
hoping for at least 1 or 2
help but wonder if she
more deaths this week.
thought she would look good
"And what would you
in it even if she were dead.
like the card to say?" The
Like she was standing in
florist asks.
front of the dressing-room
"Oh, I don't know. You
mirror and thinking wow,
make something up. I was
this dress makes me look
never good with words."
eighty again. I bet this would
It happens all the time,
make a nice thing to wear to
just like that. It might even
my funeral. Probably not.
happen to you.
She was probably thinking
When I left the viewing
that the dress might not be
room I wandered around a
worth the money, that it
bit, moving into the kitchen
would probably wear out in a of the parlor where the food
year and she would have
and ashtrays were. There's
wasted good money on it. It
always food at funerals, it
probably never crossed her
seems, like the people who
mind that it would look best
are still alive are eating just
on her after she died. Or
to prove that they can still
that she would have to wear
it forever. Surely she would
have picked a more subtle
See Funeral, page 16

BRENT ANDREWS
Features Editor

CARL E. LAMBERT/StafH

Jill Byron, sleeping comfortably next to other George Strait fans, waiting to purchase her ticket. Strait will be
in concert on April 7 in Murphy Center. Tickets can be purchased at Murphy Center and Ticketmaster outlets.

Stand in a
Strait line
and you
might get
tickets to
see George

CARL E. LAMBERT/StoH

Barb Pollan, who drove from Mississippi, showing
off her scrap book from other George Strait concerts

JASON YOUNG
Staff Writer
X have never been to a
country music show, but it
would have to be pretty darn
exciting to beat the entertainment value I experienced
while paying a visit to the
line of George Strait fans.
These fans were waiting for a
chance to see their favorite
country music performer
when he pays a visit to
MTSU.
One side of Murphy
Center had been transformed
from a concrete slab into a
make shift village for those
obsessed with George. "We
drove 300 miles just to get
tickets," said Barb Pollan
from Oxford, Mississippi.

Barb Pollan and her
friend Robbie Mullins did not
have the record for longest
distance traveled: That
award goes to Beverly
Jenkins and Dee McWilliams. These two George
fans drove here all the way
from Illinois. They drove
eight hours, got here at 3
a.m. Saturday Morning, will
get tickets at 10 a.m. today,
and then drive back home.
"We like to see him in
Murfreesboro because that
was the first time we saw
him."
Not all of the 56 people in
line were from out of state.
MTSU student Zannie
Jenkins was one of the
people who waas more than
happy to wait for George.

"Camping out is fun," said
Jenkins, "It makes (the
concert) worth it when you
camp out for three days."
It is hard to imagine this
crew of tired and worn out
George Strait fans ever
having enough energy to
attend the actual show, but
they will. These people will
undoubtedly be the ones who
go home with sore throats
after the show. To all of
those people out there who
waited in line for George
Strait tickets, you are
completely sane. The crazy
people are the ones who wind
up paying $100 a ticket from
scalpers. People may laugh
at you now, but just
remember who gets the last

laugh. ■
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will be the last to go, you
never know. As for me, I can
never bring myself to eat at
funerals. Maybe drink a cup
of coffee, maybe smoke a
pack of cigarettes, but don't
offer me any food.
Especially cold cuts.
Cold cuts have to be the
grossest thing people eat at
funerals. Like I need to be
eating cold meat 2 minutes
after I see my grandmother
or some other dead person
laid out in the viewing room
getting cold. No thanks.
Makes me wonder why food
at funeral parlors is so cheap.
Food? Sure, we'll supply
the food, no extra charge.
Plenty of cold cuts at
Roselawn—even throw in
some bread and coffee to go
along with it. Plenty of meat
here. Just drop the corpse off
around 1 so we can start
cooking...uh, preparing it.
LOW/COST

And no one ever
suspects a thing.
I really don't have
anything against funeral
parlors. They're always really
nice inside—cool in the
summer, warm in the winter,
and three times nicer than
any house the deceased ever
lived in. Everyone likes to go
out in style, I guess. It's just
that the places give me the
willies, and every time I go to
one I smell that smell and
wonder if it will smell like
that at my funeral, and I'm
sure it will. And there's
always that room you can't
go in, the one in the back.
You have to wonder what's in
there. If all these people are
standing around like they're
at a church social while a
corpse lies still and
motionless at one end of the
room and they can't see
what's in that locked room I
don't want to know what's in
there. It must be really bad,
or really gross. I used to try

the handles on those doors
just in case someone forgot to
lock them, but they were
always locked, and I guess I
was glad. I didn't really
want to know what was in
there. I don't try the handles
anymore.
I guess my grandmother's funeral was my fifth
or sixth one. You'd think I
could get used to funerals
after that many. But I know
people who have been to lots
more than that, and they still
hate them. One guy I know
had to go to 4 funerals in one
year, and he doesn't even like
to talk about them.
Somebody has to like
them though. I know this
because there's always that
man in the back row that
nobody knows, the Mystery
Man. He's been to every
funeral I've ever been to, and
probably to some you have
been to as well. You know
the guy—he sits there on the
last bench in his funeral suit
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'U have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAIL

For details, visit Room 5, Forrest Hall or call
898-2470

knows, if it's someone I really
love maybe I'll be the one
saying "doesn't she look
pretty?" Or "don't you just
love the way the undertaker
did her hair?"
I still want to know one
thing before I start getting
cold—can I just be toasted in
an oven and spread over
someone's lawn along with
their Gro-Right fertilizer?
Because I don't want to be
laid out on ice for the World
to see. I don't want people to
say that I look better than
ever and that they halfexpect me to start cracking
jokes and laughing. I don't
want to be forced to smile
like I'm on my way to Dairy
Queen instead of my funeral
plot. I don't want my eyes
sewn shut.
Would someone please
promise me this, and put my
fears to rest? It really has
been bothering me for a long

time. ■

R.E.M. drummer
recovering from
brain surgery

SPAY NEUTER CLINIC

Only You

looking somber and
reflective, and nobody has
the slightest idea who he is.
Nobody asks his name,
though. Everyone just thinks
he is with someone else or
maybe he was an obscure
friend of the dead person. Or
maybe they think he's a
relative with a new haircut,
and are afraid to ask his
name because they don't
want to be embarrassed
when he's really Uncle Fred
and they didn't recognize
him.
But I know.
He's the Mystery Man,
and he just loves funerals.
But I don't. I could go
the rest of my life and not go
to another funeral and be
very happy. I don't need that
atmosphere to remind me
that I'm alive. But I'm sure
I'll have to go to one sooner
or later so I will- I'll tough it
out, pay my respects to the
deceased, do the pall bearer
thing if I have to. Who

LAUSANNE, Switzerland (AP) — R.E.M.
drummer Bill Berry is
recovering well from surgery
to stem bleeding in his brain,
but the band's lawyer said
Saturday a world tour is on
hold.
"All we are concerned
about right now is getting
him well again," Bertis
Downs told The Associated
Press.
Berry, 36, co-founder of
the Atlanta rock group,
collapsed Wednesday during
a concert at Lausanne.
He underwent surgery
Friday to repair two

aneurysms, one of which had
ruptured. Surgeons at the
University Hospital Center
of Vaud in Lausanne said the
operation was a success.
The American leg of the
tour to promote the band's
new album, "Monster," was
to begin in May. R.E.M.'s
March dates included Paris,
Berlin and Helsinki. During
April, the group was to tour
Scandinavia and Britain.
'The band is keeping very
closely in touch and
obviously everyone is
concerned for him. We have
no idea how long he will have
to stay in hospital," Downs
said.
Berry, a former pre-law
student at the University of
Georgia, reportedly grabbed
his head in pain and was
taken off stage after 90
minutes of the Lausanne
concert. ■
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Elvis played here
Historic Memphis
Amphitheatre "The
Shell" may be on its
way to destruction
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
The concert handbills listed
the young singer as Ellis
Presley. And until he took
the stage, most of the folks at
the country and western
show probably could have
cared less since they didn't
know who he was anyway.
Afterwards, though, they
got his name right. It was
Elvis.
That was in 1954 and the
19-year-old who would
become the king of rock 'n'
roll was making his first
appearance on a big-time
stage, or what was
considered big time then.
The show, headlining
country singer Slim
Whitman, was at The
Memphis Shell, an
amphitheater in Overton
Park in midtown Memphis.
Built by the Works
Progress Administration in

1936, The Shell was for years
an integral part of the city's
entertainment life, especially
in the early days of TV and
home air conditioning.
Two-dozen or so small
shows are still held there
each year, but The Shell is
facing a decidedly bleak
future.
A group of private
citizens who saved it from
the bulldozers 10 years ago
says it's run out of money,
and is running low on energy
as well.
"I'm afraid that very soon
The Shell is going to be like
the old Stax (recording)
studio. It'll be just a memory
in a picture book," said Don
Able, a board of directors
member with Save Our Shell
Inc.
For Elvis fans, The Shell
is best known as the place
Presley first got a taste of his
effect on a live audience. But
for thousands of Memphis
residents — Presley fans or
not — memories of The Shell
cover a much wider field.
"This place, historically,
is as important as any place
in the city," Able said.
Over the years, The Shell

has seen symphony
performances, light opera,
stage plays and concerts
featuring just about every
kind of popular music. It has
hosted entertainers as
diverse as Beverly Sills,
Benny Goodman, B.B. King
and Deep Purple.
And it has always been a
place popular with families,
where parents and children
alike could enjoy an evening
of music under the stars.
But also over the years,
the amphitheater has
suffered from physical
neglect, and the city says it
has little or no money to
spend on it these days.
City officials were talking
about tearing The Shell down
in 1984 to make way for a
parking lot for a nearby art
museum.
But private residents
convinced the city that
wasn't such a good idea and
volunteers went to work as
best they could to fix up the
amphitheater as well as its
dressing rooms and back
stage areas.
Most of the volunteers
were residents of midtown
Memphis and many were

Great lob
Opportunities
Are Cooking At
Pizza Hut!
Increased business has created immediate job opportunities
for delivery drivers, cooks, waiters, waitresses, customer
service reps and shift managers.
Pizza Hut Offers:
•Flexible Scheduling
•Free Meals and Uniforms
•Health Insurance
•Driver Liability Insurance
•Paid Vacation
•Accident Free Hours Program
•Great Advancement Potential
For complete details, apply today at your local Pizza Hut:
Murfreesboro:

Smyrna:

161 8 N.W. Broad St. 896-3782
105 Lassiter Dr. 896-6700
(Formerly Mercury Blvd.)
1301 Memorial Blvd. 898-0100
501 Nolan Dr. 355-0008

carpenters, painters or
others in the building trades.
"Everybody who had a
little paint left over from a
job would bring that.
Everybody who had a little
lumber left over would bring
that," Able said. "Musicians
would show up to serenade
us while we worked.
Everybody just did what they
could."
That corps of volunteers
soon formed Save Our Shell,
and in 1986, the nonprofit
group took over management
of the theater. The group
now organizes 25 to 40
concerts or shows a year
between April and October.
But the whole operation
is run on a shoestring with
financing primarily from
admission fees and private
donations. Musicians often
perform for free, just so they
can say they played The
Shell.
David Leonard, also a
board member of Save Our
Shell, said the group is now
at a crossroads and in bad
need of financial and
maintenance help from the
city.
"I think the city doesn't

have the vision to know how
to utilize its cultural assets,"
Leonard said. "It took them
years to understand what
Beale Street was."
But Memphis parks
director Bob Brame said the
city has no plans for.
renovating The Shell or
getting involved in staging
shows there.
"We're really struggling
to take care of those things
that are on our priority list,"
Brame said. There are
limited dollars and an
endless number of requests."
Leonard said Save Our
Shell is now trying to get
more citizens, and maybe
corporate sponsors, involved
in the theater and in
pressuring the city to do
more, too.
"Maybe we can convince
the government to help, but
without community support
they'll forget about it," he
said. "The people are going to
have to make it happen, just
like 10 years ago when we
temporarily saved The Shell
from destruction." ■

GOV. SUNDQUIST,
MTSU NEEDS
THE NEW LIBRARY
AND
BUSINESS/AEROSPACE
PROJECTS.
DO NOT
ELIMINATE THEM!
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Deaf man's eyes
gouged with bottle
Man loses one eye
after sign language
mistaken for gang
signs, rude gesture
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
A deaf man's attackers
gouged his eyes with a
broken bottle after
apparently mistaking his
sign language for gang signs
or obscene gestures, police
said.
Latell Chaney, 20, lost
eyesight in one eye. Doctors

said they don't know if his
other eye can be saved.
Police charged two men
with second-degree assault
in the attack and were still
looking Saturday for three
other suspects.
The five saw Chaney at a
bus stop last Sunday night.
They stopped their car and
said something to him, Police
Sgt. Robert Tichich said.
"They didn't know each
other." Tichich said. "Even
one of the arrested suspects
said that. But the other guys
apparently misinterpreted
what was going on. They

didn't know he was deaf.
They probably took his
gestures for gang signs or
something."
Chaney eluded them and
got on a bus. The men drove
ahead to another bus stop,
paid their fares and boarded
the bus, Tichich said.
One of the assailants
broke a beer bottle over
Chaney's head, then gouged
his eyes with the jagged
edge, he said. ■

New Orleans cop robs
restaurant, kills
fellow officer, brother
and sister workers
In '95, The Big
Easy may top last
year's homicide
record of 389
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
In a city already beset by
murder and police
corruption, a police officer on
Saturday held up a
restaurant where she
moonlighted as a guard,
killing a fellow officer and
two workers, authorities
said.
Officer Annette Frank
was arrested along with
Roger Lacaze, 18, who helped
in the robbery, said police
Superintendent Richard
Pennington.
Frank, 23, left the Kim

Anh restaurant after the
shootings and returned later
under the guise of bringing
help, Detective Sgt. Eddie
Rantz said. Restaurant
workers were able to identify
her when she returned. She
later confessed, Rantz said.
The victims were
identified as Officer Ronald
Williams, 25, who also
moonlighted as a guard at
the restaurant; Cuong Vu,
18; and his sister Ha Vu, 24.
The murders come as the
city faces a wave of
homicides: 11 dead in four
days and 79 so far in 1995.
At that pace, the city would
exceed last year's record of
420 murders. Its previous
record of 389 killings was set
in 1993.
The police department
has also been plagued for
years by corruption charges.

An undercover FBI
investigation exposed several
officers in a drug ring in
December.
"We're going to continue
to clean the police
department of corrupt
officers," Pennington said.
Frank and Lacaze showed
up shortly before 2 a.m., as
the restaurant was closing,
police said. Williams was
shot first, then the Vus.
Other employees got out and
called police.
Frank gave several
conflicting statements but
eventually confessed, Rantz
said.
"I was left somewhat
speechless," Mayor Marc
Morial said. "I am more
committed than ever to rid
this city of crime and rid this
department of corruption." ■

Woman found dead at
National Zoo may have
been partially eaten by lions
WASHINGTON (AP) —
A partially devoured
woman's body was found
early Saturday in the
outdoor lion enclosure at the
National Zoo. A zoo official
said two lions were in the
enclosure at the time.
Police Department
spokesman Sergeant Joe
Gentile said the cause of the
woman's death had not been
established. She was not

immediately identified.
A zookeeper going to feed
the lions discovered the body
at about 7 a.m. He coaxed
the animals back into the
lion house and called police.
A spokesman for the zoo,
Marc Bretzfelder, said the
dead woman was not a zoo
employee.
"She somehow got past a
railing, a four-foot barrier,
three warning signs, and
dropped into a water-filled

moat in the lion exhibit," the
zoo said in a statement.
"The National Zoo is very
concerned about the safety of
its visitors," the statement
added. "This incident will be
studied very carefully."
The house was roped off
for a time while police
investigated the matter. The
zoo, which is part of the
Smithsonian Institution,
remained open.B
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Like it or not, bongs have to go
Supreme Court
ruling makes it
illegal to sell
paraphernalia
MARCO BUSCAGLIA
College Press Service
You remember seeing
that small collection of bongs
at your CD store, don't you?
Right there in that glass case
between the cash register
and the rack holding the
latest issues of "Spin."
Today,though,that
shelf space is probably filled
with something else, after a
little-publicized ruling by the
Supreme Court outlawed the
sale of drug paraphernalia as
of Jan. 1.
The court ruled last May
that the Controlled
Substance Act of 1986
included "any equipment,
product, or material of any
kind which is primarily
intended or designed for use
in manufacturing, compounding, converting, concealing, producing, processing, preparing, injecting,

ingesting, inhaling or
otherwise introducing into
the human body a controlled
substance."
The ruling stemmed
from a 1990 case involving a
police bust at Posters 'N
Things in Iowa. Owner Lane
Christine Acty and her
husband George Michael
Moore were arrested after
police confiscated pipes,
bongs, roach clips and other
drug paraphernalia. Acty
was sentenced to 108 months
in prison and given a
$150,000 fine by a district
court. That decision had been
maintained by a U.S. Court
of Appeals before it was
unanimously upheld by the
U.S. Supreme Court.
Before the ruling, stores
across the nation, especially
those near college campuses,
sold roach clips, water pipes,
bongs and packets of rolling
paper to customers every
day. And despite the plainly
marked sign stating that the
enclosed materials were "For
Tobacco Use Only," few really
believed customers were
going to take their bongs
home and smoke tobacco.
"I thought this was
America where people had
the right to do whatever they
wanted in private," says

Ralph, a used-CD store
owner in Normal, 111., who
was forced to clear his
shelves of his roach clips and
water pipes by Jan. 1 of this
year, the federally imposed
deadline. "I don't give a s...
what people do with their
stuff when they're sitting
alone in their rooms. I
wonder if the cops are going
to start breaking down
people's doors and looking
under their bed next."
Ralph, who wished to go
by his first name only, says
that he sold items to students
and professors from Illinois
State University on a regular
basis. "I should have been
selling guns this whole time,"
he says. 'The feds don't seem
to have any problems with
people selling guns."
Ralph says he knows
head-shop owners in other
college towns who "have a
somewhat reasonable police
force-not like here," and even
they have cleared their
shelves.
"Why take the chance?"
he says.
While many store
owners were upset when they
learned about the ruling,
most could see the writing on
the wall. "You knew it was
just a matter of time," says

Bill McMahon, who owns WeB-Joys, a kind of'60s culture
shop carrying tie-dye T-shirts
and Grateful Dead
merchandise in Oakland
Park, Fla. "Once the
Supreme Court makes a
decision, it's not like they're
going to change it."
McMahon cleared out
his merchandise with a final
clearance sale. "A lot of our
regular customers came in,"
he says. "It was kind of sad."
Like McMahon, a lot of
store owners worried about
the local police moving in and
decided to get rid of their
merchandise almost
immediately after learning
about the ruling. But just as
the word of paraphernalia
ban has been slow to get out
to the general public, it also
is slow in reaching police
departments as well.
"We haven't really had
time to address that," said
Sgt. T.O. Cochran of the
Athens police, which resides
over the University of
Georgia. "When we found
out, we already knew we
would be spending most of
our time going after the
dealers. When we do find a
store near campus, we'll
confiscate the material and
deal with it, but it's not at

the top of our list of
priorities."
Cochran, who heads the
department's drug unit, says
that police used to visit
stores several times a year to
check on inventory. "We don't
have that luxury anymore,"
he says, blaming an outbreak
of crack cocaine dealers in
the area. "Ninety percent of
our time has gone directly to
dealing with drugs."
The Athens police officer
does add, however, that store
owners found in violation of
the federal law will be
arrested.
Last October, New York
City police raided 27
Manhattan head shops,
arresting 36 people and
seizing more than 70 million
items, which ranged from
crack pipes to tiny plastic
bags.
"The entire law walks a
very fine line,"says Allen St.
Pierre, director of the
National Organization for
the reform of Marijuana
Laws. "Are police going to
arrest you after you sell some
plastic baggies because they
can be used for storing pot or
cocaine? It all becomes this
incredible game of

see Bongs, page 20

TEEAT yCUESELf TC SAVINGS! SAVE *A*L0T
J. Higgs Potato Chips

Boneless Bottom Pund Steak

§1.89/11).

Boneless Fryer Breast

$1.79/11).

O'Days Tater Puffs

Produce

.A/_

2 lb bag

Lettuce

49v/head

Red Grapes

99C/lb

Pespi Cola

All Flavors; 12-pack

^A,yy

Country Cubbard Sliced Meats

2.5ozpkgs

3/S1.00

8ozbag

$1.29

Kurtz Mustard Squeeze
16ozbtl

09V

Kurtz Squeeze Catsup
28btl

79C

Oven Gold Bread
lib loaf

Believe Margarine
1 lb quarters

3^V

Panner Peanut Butter is oz jar

"V

Del Pino Spaghetti Sauce
30ozjar.

99 V

$1.29 Del Pino Long Spaghetti loozbox49C
Wylwood Canned Vegetables
o"v

Banquet TV Dinners
9ozctn

Corn, Peas, or Green Beans; 14.5 oz can

Rich-N-Ready Citrus Punch
128 oz

750 S. Tenn. Blvd.
848-9468
117 S. E. Broad St
893-0662

69C

_
$1.39

2^V

100% Guarantee

SAVE *A*L0T

Store Hours: Mon - Sat: 8a.m. - 9p.m.
Sun: 12p.m. - 6p.m.
Prices Good 3/6 thru 3/11
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for selling drug paraphernalia. Sweet called the

BONG
Continued irom page 19
semantics."
St. Pierre, though, says
he believes the ruling will
not stand.
"Pretty soon, though,
more local courts are going
to realize that the ruling has
no real basis in the Constitution, and they are going
to start letting people get
off," St. Pierre adds. "Then
the whole thing will go back
to the Supreme Court, and
they'll have to do it all over
again.
Manhattan federal
judge Robert Sweet recently
provided St. Pierre with
some legal ammunition after
he threw out charges against
three men who were arrested

TO just have to

learn how to
make a better

bong. As long
as they don't
outlaw plastic
tubing, Vll be
alright"
Ted
University of Virginia
sophomore
Supreme Court's interpretation of the Controlled
Sub-stances Act "unconsti-

tutionally vague."
In his ruling, Sweet
stated that "many objects
that fall within the statue's
terms have dual purposes...Differen-tiating
between purposes is at best
guesswork and the statute's
broad language offers no
guidance."
But whatever the
Supreme Court ultimately
decides, more store patrons
who have suddenly found
supplies depleted are
confident they'll be able to
find other sources.
"I'll just have to learn
how to make a better bong,"
says Ted, a sophomore at the
University of Virginia. "As
long as they don't outlaw
plastic tubing, I'll be
alright."*

Stay Informed! Attended the SGA Speak-Out on
Wednesday, March 8 at noon athe KUC Grill.
Hear what the SGA Candidates have to say.

TAN >2.75
FREE LOTION
10 visits s24.95
Tanfastic
1513 E. Main 890-3096

The Student Publications Committee
is now taking applications
for

Sidelin es'
Summer and Fall
Semester Editor
Qualified candidates should:
•Be an MTSU student registered for course work at the time of
application.
•Have a 2.0 cumulative QPA at the time of application.
•Have worked on staff at least two semesters. Comparable
media experience applies.
•Provide three letters of recommendation, a current transcript
and no more than five samples of their work professionally
mounted.
•Deadline for applications is 4:00 p.m. March 17.

Editors receive a full tuition scholarship
and a salary during their term.
Applications may be picked up from the
Student Publications office, James Union
Building 308, 8a.m. - 4:30p.m., M-F.

Ceremonies honor
Kentucky youth
slain over Rebel flag
Shooting of 19year-old called
wicked and
cowardly event'

in his death said the flag was
the reason for the attack.
Westerman was a
graduate of Todd County
High School in Guthrie
which uses the Confederate
flag as a symbol, and has a
Confederate soldier mascot.
Westerman apparently knew
at least two of his attackers
from school and basketball
games.
Arms said Westerman
was proud of his heritage,
but not bigoted.
"My parents raised us to
treat each other equally, and
passed this on to us and we
passed it on to our children,"
Arms said.
"Michael's display of the
flag at the time of the
shooting was a sign of his
southerness and the fact that
he graduated from Todd

GUTHRIE, Ky. (AP) —
Michael Westerman's family
gave his Confederate flag to
the Sons of Confederate
Veterans Saturday.
It was one of several
ceremonies honoring the
slain 19-year-old and
underscoring the Rebel pride
of whites in this small
community on the
Tennessee-Kentucky border.
A motorcade of about 200
cars set out from Springfield,
Tenn., early in the afternoon.
There were speeches at the
Jefferson
wmmmmmmmmmmmmm m—mm^^^^—mm County High
Davis
School,
memorial at
where the
Fairview,
flag is their
and a eulogy
symbol."
for
Westerman
Westerman's
at his
murder was
gravesite.
called "a
Thirty-six
wicked and
civil war recowardly
enactors
event" in a
fired
graveside
Westerman
eulogy by
a musket
Daniel
salute there.
-William Rolen Morse,
A
Confederate Veterans minister of
smattering
Immanuel
of blacks
^^^^^^^^^ Reformed
lined the motorcade route,
Episcopal church in
showing none of the
Germantown, Tenn.
enthusiasm of the rest of the
Nonetheless, Morse called
crowd. A group of black
for the community to
junior high students
embrace "turning the other
exchanged insults with
cheek" and letting the justice
whites watching the parade
system run its course.
in Elkton.
Since Westerman's death,
The community is
more than 2,000 people have
roughly 70 percent white, 30
signed petitions supporting
percent black.
continued use of the flag and
William Rolen of the
mascot at the school.
Confederate Veterans group
The Ku Klux Klan
accepted the flag from
descended on the town,
Westerman's aunt, Brenda
recruiting and handing out
Arms. The group then
literature condemning
presented a check for an
Westerman's death. Hate
unspecified amount for
groups were condemned and
Westerman's wife and twin
calm was called for at a
children.
meeting at Guildfield Baptist
The Heritage PreserChurch, which is
vation Association and the
predominately black.
Southern League also
The seven suspects in
participated in the ceremony Westerman's death are
in Fairview.
charged with murder,
"It's incumbent upon
attempted aggravated
southern people to get
kidnapping and civil rights
behind someone who sufcirs
intimidation. They are
a tragedy," Rolen said.
Robert Bell, 25, Ricky Lynn
"Clearly, the hate campaign
Williams, 18, Michael
against the southern flag is
Mimms, 18, Damien Darden,
now costing the lives of
17, Tony Andrews, 17,
southern people."
Marcus Meriweather, 15,
Westerman was shot to
and Freddie Morrow, 17.
death Jan.' 14 as he drove
All seven have a July 10
with his wife Hannah in his
trial date in Robertson
pickup truck. There was a
County Criminal Court in
Confederate flag mounted in
Springfield, Tenn. ■
the bed of the truck, and two
of the seven youths charged

"Clearly, the hate
. campaign
against the
southern flag is
now costing the
lives of southern
people."
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ACROSS
1 ■— of the Class" (Hesseman)
5 John of-Good Times'
9Gibb6 0f-22r
10"— 66" (Ma harts)
12 Sitcom about the Winslows
15 Hemsley sitcom
16—It
17 Actress Alicia
18 San Diego's state: abbr.
19 Rowan and Rather
20 Comic Witaon
21 Sullivan monogram
22-You —Takett With You"
23 Loathes
24 Famed drummer
26 '— Trooper (Cameron)
28 Jonathan or Jennifer
29 Tripp monogram
31 Rabbit
32 Clartt of "Bold Venture33 Sandra or Ruby
34 Recede
35 *— Lang Syne*
36 Facility
37 She was Lillian in "Amie40 The—'(Roger Moore)

41 Star roles
42 Indians

43 -— Blue" (poice drama)
TOWN
1 Veronica of *Hil Street Blues*
2 Moran or Gray
3*— My Children*
4 The —Nights of Molly Dodd*
5 Semites
6 Speck
7 Not at homo
8 Furtiveness
9"— Family- (Lawrence)
11 -Sesame Street* name
12 •— the Nation- (interviews)
13 -Let's Make A Dear host
14 Ninnies
19 Miami's county
20 Datum
22 Pretty
23 This Gun For —' (Ladd)
24 Adrienne of "Maude*
25 The Odd Couple- Tony
26 *— the Sheriff (Somere)
27 Prohibitions
29 Mexican money
30 Adolescent
32 Songs for two
33 -Make Room for —' (Thomas)
35 Actress Meara
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MTSU needs
the new library
and
business/aerospace
projects.
Do not
eliminate them!

ANNOUNCING
THE JSA FOUNDATION
SCHOLARSHIPS

1995-96

CHAOSry Bnan Sftu«-

full Tuition Scholarships for MTSU
Women
Applicants must be 23 years of age or
older and majoring in nontraditional
fields for women.

Deadline for Applications:
April 1, 1995
That's pretty good, but IVe got a better Idea. HoWe
about If either of us looks back at the city you turn them
into a pillar of GOLDT

Applications are available at the June Anderson Women's
Center, James Union Building, Room 206.
Call 898-2193 for more information.
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Lady Raiders fall to TSU
in Ohio Valley semis

Trouble
for Drew
atOVC
Tourney
March 2nd
birthday.

Drew
Butler

was

my

Sure, I got
lots
of
cake,
donuts
and
presents,
but the
thing that
most
interests
me was
the press
pass
to
the OVC

Tournament.
Maybe it was my
grandiose expectations but
the tournament didn't start
as a dream sequence.
Parking
at
the
tournament didn't bother
me. I knew going into the
game that parking in
downtown Nashville at 4
p.m. was not going to be a
picnic.
But after trusting
someone to watch my car
(for four bucks), I
proceeded
to
the
auditorium.
After some kind women
saw that I got lost, she let
me into the arena and
proceeded to my luxurious
position at courtside.
So I thought.
That's when a pleasant
OVC official told me that I
got assigned a seat in what
I now call "The Pit."
The Pit was under one
of the baskets, not a bad
location. But then I
discovered that a set of
cheerleaders and two sets
of pep bands moved into
the press territory like
Saddam moved in on
Kuwait.
Some of the Tennessee
Tech cheerleaders had even
moved into Sidelines seats
on press row.
How nice of them.
After halftime during
the opening game between
Tech and Austin Peay, the
sounds of dueling pep
bands tried to win the
contest "Who Can Break
Drew's Eardrums First"
Cheerleaders in front of
me, more cheerleaders
beside me, still more
cheerleaders and two
different pep bands were
behind me.

See Drew, page 26

After 1st round win
against Austin Peay,
Lady Raiders lose to
top seed

ROB NUNLEV
Staff Writer

The
Lady
Raider
basketball season ended on a
sour note Sunday at
Municipal Auditorium with
an 83-71 loss to the topseeded Lady Tigers of
Tennessee State University.
Middle reached the
semifinal game by means of a
73-56 victory over Austin
Peay, although the Lady
Govs put a scare into the
Raiders, who shot poorly
through most of the game
before being led to the win by
Sherry Tucker, who scored
17, and Jessica Beaty, who
added 13 as well as 13
rebounds.
TSU swept the regular
season series, powered by allOVC first team selections
Carolyn Aldridge and Connie
Swift.
The Lady Tigers beat the
Raiders 76-70 in the last
meeting between the two
team, largely due the TSU's
ability to shut down Middle's
biggest offensive weapon —
the 3-point shot.
The
Raiders only shot 26 percent

from behind the 3-point arc
on that night, but came into
Sunday's game confident that
if need be, they could take
the ball to the basket.
MTSU defended well
against TSU's high-low
offense early in the game,
and was effective on the
offensive side of the court as
well, keeping the score fairly
close throughout the half.
The Lady Tigers jumped out
to a 13 point lead with just
over 10 minutes remaining in
the first half, but a trey by
Heather Prater sparked the
Raiders to a 9-0 run to cut
the lead to four.
As Middle's inside game
continued to work in the
first, Prater was able to get
open on the perimeter. She
connected on two consecutive
treys to tie the score at 27
apiece with 4:55 remaining
in the half.
"Mel (center Melanie
Patchen) set some really good
picks and they weren't
stepping out on me," Prater
said. "That's why I was able
to get the shots."
Tucker buried yet another
3-pointer to give the Raiders
the lead for the first time in
the game, but TSU center
Latessa Hickerson's 3-point
play on the ensuing
possession regained the lead
for the Tigers, who were able
to pull ahead by six late in

See Semis, page 26

CARL LAMBERT/SinH

Like She Can Really Block It
Sherry Tucker drves to the hoop against an Austin Peay defender in the
Lady Raiders' first round win over the Lady Govs in the OVC tourney.

Racers bounce MTSU
from OVC Tournament

CHARLES HOGUE/SloH

Breakaway Jam
Senior Paul Washington goes up for a dunk during MTSU's first round
OVC tournament matchup against eventual champion Murray State.

had a well-planned attack
and is a very athletic team
Blue Raiders come on top of that."
The Raiders played
up short against
Murray
State close in the
second seed
first ten minutes of the first
half. But the Racers always
seemed to hit a basket to
DREW BUTLER
keep control of the game.
Assistant Sports Editor
MTSU opened the game
by taking a 8-4 lead capped
The roller-coaster ride of by a lay-up by Tim Gaither.
a season came to an end in Murray State countered with
a 3-pointer by William Moore
Nashville on Thursday.
Seventh-seeded MTSU about five minutes into the
ended their season with a 75- game.
From that point, the
67 loss to OVC Co-Champ
teams
exchanged the lead
Murray State in the first
until
Murray
State's Moore
round
of
the
OVC
hit
another
three-pointer
to
tournament.
"I think a simple extend the Racer lead to 14comment is that Murray 10.
The team tied at 24-24
State is a great team," said
after
the five minute mark in
head coach David Farrar.
the
half.
"We knew we would have to
Then, Murray State went
play a special game and we
obviously did not get that
carried out. Murray State
See Bounce, page 26
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MTSU baseball team drops
to 1 -7 with loss at Auburn
12-run explosion
by Tigers causes
Blue Raider loss
STAFF REPORTS
After leading the 16thranked team in the country,
MTSU became the victims of
an
Auburn
offensive
onslaught.
MTSU fell to 1-7 for the
season with the 12-2 loss
against Auburn on Saturday
afternoon.
The
Blue
Raiders
threatened early with two
consecutive hits by Craig
Reavis and Scott Haralson in
the first inning. But Auburn
got out of the jam with no
damage and MTSU left
runners on first and third.
In the third inning,
MTSU drew first blood.

Kevin Hacker and Reavis got
back-to-back singles and
Haralson moved the runners
over to second and third with
a sacrifice bunt.
Doug
Barner then got an RBI
when he got a sacrifice fly to
rightfield
that
scored
Hacker. Jamie Walker
followed with an RBI single
that scored Reavis and gave
the Blue Raiders a 2-0 lead.
But the Tigers were just
about to get rolling.
Auburn scored two runs
in the third inning, four runs
in the fourth inning, two
runs in the fifth innings, one
run in the sixth inning and
three runs in the seventh to
get their twelve runs.
Auburn's offense broke
out for 14 hits in the game,
including four hits and two
RBIs by Rob Macrory and
two hits each for Russell
Whittenburg, Key Chabot
and Mark Weks. Ten players
for Auburn had RBIs in the

That s Her Ball

game.
For the Blue Raiders,
Left-hander Jason Stanton
got the loss on the mound.
He went three plus innings
and allowed six earned runs,
six hits, one walk and struck
out two. Brian Early went
four innings and allowed
eight hits and six runs (two
runs earned). Chad Kirby
pitched the eighth and
retired the side in order.
At the plate for the Blue
Raiders, Reavis finished with
a 4-5 day. The senior has
gotten seven hits in the last
two games for MTSU.
Haralson finished with two
hits for the game.
The same two teams also
played on Sunday afternoon.
After this long road trip,
the MTSU baseball team will
play their first games at
MTSU's Jones Field on
Tuesday at 3 p.m. and
Wednesday at 2 p.m. against
Indiana State. ■

Track stars qualify for NCAAs
STAFF REPORTS
Keith Watkins, Mario
Allman and Micah Otis
qualified for the NCAA
Tournament with their
performances on Saturday at

East Tennessee State
University.
MTSU placed first and
second in the 55-meter dash
with Watkins taking first
and Allmon placing second.
The same duo placed one-

two in last week's OVC
tournament.
Otis placed second in the
high hurdles to also earn a
berth in next week's NCAA
meet. ■

CARL LAMBERT/

Jessica Beaty goes for the ball against Austin Peafs Sonja Cox in
the first round of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO FLY THIS?
THE AIR FORCE WILL SEND OVER 1000 CURRENT FRESHMAN
AND SOPHOMORES TO FLIGHT SCHOOL.
AIR FORCE ROTC IS THE ONLY WAY TO GET THERE.
CONTACT MAJOR WHEELER AT

963-5978
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

AIM HICH!
AIR FORCE

w
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MTSU Tennis teams
lose weekend meets
Men's team falls to
UAB 7-0; Women
lose to Ball State
and Miami(Ohio)

AdvERTJSE
IN

JOEL FREY
Staff Writer
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The men's tennis team's
youth and inexperience got
exploited
once
again
Saturday as MTSU lost a 7-0
decision to the University of
Alabama-Birmingham.
The loss dealt such a blow
to the mental psyche of the
young Blue Raider team that
Coach Dale Short called a
special team meeting Sunday
morning to let the team iron
out any differences certain
players may be experiencing
between each other.
"We have been suffering
some internal problems and
dissension off the court. I
basically told the guys they
needed to work it out
themselves. They came out
of the meeting three hours
later and I think some major
progress was made," Short
said.
Against UAB, the day
began with MTSU losing two
of the three doubles matches.
The freshman duo of
Marshall Brown and David
McNamara scored an 8-5 win
in their match, however it
was not enough to secure the
point for the Blue Raiders.
In the number one
doubles
match,
Fred

Niemeyer and Julius Roberts
faced UAB rivals Vaughn
Snyman and Paul Rosner, a
team that is consistently
among in the top five in the
country over the past two
years and the team that
Niemeyer had upset last
season with former Blue
Raider Paul Goebel.
Even though the match
was competitive, Niemeyer
and Roberts suffered an
early service break that
turned out to be the
difference in the 8-5 defeat.
Short said one item
discussed at the meeting was
the possibility of using some
new doubles combinations in
upcoming matches.
"We have not been able to
establish
really
any
consistency in doubles all
season long," Short said.
UAB
maintained
momentum in singles, with
only
Niemeyer
and
McNamara extending their
opponents to three sets.
Niemeyer lost 6-3, 3-6, 76(3) to Gerd Albiez and
unfortunately the defeat
continued his string of hardluck losses.
Short said he expects
Niemeyer to bounce back.
"Freddy is still the
youngest player on the team
and as he gets more and
more matches in, he will
begin to win these close ones,
although it still is tough to
handle at this point," Short
said.
MTSU's scheduled match
with Evansville on Sunday

got canceled and perhaps
could made up later in the
week.
The women, too, were in
action at home over the
weekend. Despite losing to
Ball State and Miami of
Ohio, coach David Thornton
said he is happy with the
effort the team is giving as
OVC action nears.
"There are a lot of
positive things coming from
these early season matches.
The matches have been close
and the non -conference
schedule will pay off in OVC
play. Right now I am just
looking for a better mental
effort from everyone,"
Thornton said.
Freshman Emma Doyle
continued her steady play,
winning both of her singles
matches, plus a doubles win
over Ball State with partner
Kelly Bacich.
Bacich,
along
with
Natasha Balac and Michelle
Wilson, who is recovering
from bursitis in the hip, all
played well in three-set
losses.
"Those are the types of
matches we will begin to win
as we get more experience,"
Thornton said.
Bad weather forced the
cancellation of Sunday's
matchup against Samford.
Both the men and the
women will be in action this
Saturday at the Murphy
Center courts against
Samford University. ■

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

1902 E. Main
893-2111
No Coupon Necessary! Please mention this special when ordering.
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THRONEBERRY
PROPERTIES
7 Locations Open Daily
OAK PARK
1211 Hazelwood
896-4470
BIRCHWOOD
1535 Lascassas
896-4470
WINDRUSH
1735 Lascassas
893-0052
PINE PARK
1210 Hazelwood
896-4470
PARK IV
896-4470
HOLLYPARK
2426 E. Main
896-0667
ROSEWOOD
1606W. Tenn
1 890-3700

Natural landscaping, large garden-style &
townhouse apts. 1 &2 B.R. W/D hook ups,
aoDliances. Pool & tennis.
Curtains, ceiling fan, outside storage and all
appliances furnished. 1 and 2 bedrooms
available.
Country setting. Low electric bills. Studio, 1 -2-3
bedrooms. Pool & laundry room.
Dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, and garbage
disposal. Large kitchen. 1 & 2 B.R. Pool &
laundry room.
Washer-dryer connections. 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments, townhouses.

1-2-3 bedroom, exercise room, pool and tennis
court. Ceiling fans, W/D hookups, appliances
and drapes furnished. Near VA hospital

Softball team wins one out
of three games in tourney
MTSU only wins
first game against
Georgia Tech

STAFF REPORTS
In
the
two-day
tournament in Atlanta this
weekend, the MTSU softball
team finished Saturday by
splitting two games and
finished Sunday
On Saturday, the Blue
Raiders beat Georgia Tech 43 in the first game but
dropped the second game to
Georgia State in a 1-0
pitcher's duel.
MTSU jumped out to an
early by score four runs in
the second inning. That
inning saw the Blue Raiders

jump into the lead with RBIs
from Jinny West, Kristin
Rawlins, Brenda Bessinger
and Jamie Polsteen.
Rawlins,
Allison
Cheatham and Bessinger
went 2-3 each at the plate.
Pitcher Jill Booth held off
the Yellow Jackets by
striking out nine, walking
three and allowing four hits
in seven innings in the Blue
Raiders second win of the
year.
"After their changed
pitchers, we didn't score as
much and they closed the
gap in the seventh," said
MTSU head coach Karen
Green.
In game two on Saturday,
Georgia State scored the only
run in the ballgame in the
first inning
with an
unearned run.
Andrea Edwards went the
distance for the Blue Raiders
and allowed four hits, struck

out one and walked one.
Rawlins once again went
2-3 at the plate for MTSU.
"Both teams were flat,
that's why their wasn't a lot
of hitting," Green said.
"Neither teams could put
together a string of hits."
The Sunday game slate
saw the Blue Raiders take on
Jacksonville State and
Indiana State.
The first game saw MTSU
fall to Indiana State 5-1.
Indiana State got an early
lead and held it for the whole
game.
Starter Jill Booth left the
game in the second inning
and
Andrea
Edwards
replaced her on the mound.
"Indiana State is a very
good hitting team and a very
good defensive team," Green
said.
The second game on
Sunday got rained out in the
third inning. ■
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BASKETBALL

Tucker, Prater
named AII-OVC
Sherry Tucker,
Heather Prater and
Natalie Sneed are
honored
ROB NUNLEY
Staff Writer
Regular
season
performances
led
to
conference honors for three
members of the Lady Raider
basketball team.
The All-OVC first team
included senior Sherry
Tucker, junior Heather
Prater got selected for the
second team, and the OVC
all-freshman team included
Natalie Sneed.
Tucker started every
game this season for the
Lady Raiders. She scored in
double figures in every game
as well. Sherry had one of
her more impressive nights
of the season this year at
Murray, when she connected
on six 3-pointers on her way
to a career high 38 point
performance.
In the Raiders' last few
regular season games,
Sherry played particularly
well. She made 37 steals in
the last nine games,
including a school recordsetting nine against Austin
Peay in February. Those
defensive
efforts

accompanied strong offensive
games late in the season as
well, including a 25-51 (49
percent) record from behind
the 3-point line.
"Last year I made
honorable mention, so it was
really a pleasure for me to
make it this year," Tucker
said.
Prater's offensive prowess
made her a clear choice for
all-OVC honors. She is the
nation's most accurate 3point shooter, and had one of
her best performances in
early February against UTChattanooga, when she
scored a career high 30
including burying eight of
nine treys. One of Heather's
five double-doubles came in
the Raiders last home game
against Austin Peay, when
she scored 15 while tying the
single-season assist record
with 11. She already holds
the Lady Raider career
assists record, and continues
to add to those totals with
each game.
Natalie Sneed was a very
positive force for the Raiders
off the bench, averaging 23
minutes per game while
seeing action in every Lady
Raider contest. The fivefoot-nine
guard
from
Millington, Tenn. handled
her relief role exceptionally
well, substituting at both the
point guard and shooting
guard positions. Some of
Natalie's best basketball

came in the team's win at
Morehead in the last
weekend of the season, when
she turned in 16 points and
six assists while not
committing a turnover.
Sneed also played a very
pivotal role in the Raiders'
first-round tournament win
over Austin Peay. She
contributed 10 points, four
rebounds, three assists, and
two steals. Sherry Tucker
was quick to praise her
teammate's efforts this
season.
"Natalie's really stepped
up for us as a freshman,"
Tucker said. "Like today,
she made some big plays for
us that really got us back in
the game."
The players were very
proud that the three of them
represent their school in the
all-OVC polls.
"I think it shows we have
good balance," Prater said.
"We don't depend on one
person to do everything,
which is good because the
defenses can't key in on one
person that way."
Team captain Tucker
shares Prater's sentiments.
"I think it really shows
that our coaches have
worked hard this year to
prepare us for the OVC and
prepare us to do our role the
best we can." ■

Blue Raiders handcuffed
by Racers' press defense
MTSU turnovers
crucial in tourney
loss to Murray
DREW BUTLER
Assistant Sports Editor
For MTSU, the defense of
Murray State never rested.
Going into the first round
game against Murray State,
a key to any Raider victory
was how well MTSU dealt
with the full-court pressure
of the Racers.
"Murray State plays very
aggressively and we knew a
key would be how well we
handled the type of game
they play and another key
would be how the game was
administered," said MTSU
head coach David Farrar.
During the two regular
season matchu>3 against
Murray State, MTSU played

well but fell under the anything."
weight of the Racer press.
Defense caused the tide of
The OVC tournament game the game to shift in Murray's
was no different.
direction in the second half.
Murray State caused 23
With Murray State
turnovers for the game, leading 56-53, the Racers
including five turnovers for missed two free throws but
Tim Gaither and four got the ball back and scored
turnovers each for K.J. on a layup.
Hardin
and
Paul
Then the Blue Raiders
turned the ball over in the
Washington.
"A team like Murray Racers' side of the floor and
State, to its credit, can score William Moore nailed a 3in a flurry and we helped by pointer.
turning the ball over at
Suddenly, a three point
crucial times," Farrar said. deficient turned into a eight
"Murray State does a good points.
"Their (Murray State's)
job of attacking and being
aggressive to wherever the pressure seem to rattle us in
the second half," said
ball is."
Murray head coach Scott MTSU's Bobby Clark. "We
Edgar said, That's what we didn't adjust very well."
tried to do was to make it an
MTSU center David
athletic game, score off our Washington said, "The key
defense and extend the point was they forced us to
defense. Obviously when you play up tempo. Turnovers
play like that you gamble a led to a 3-pointer and layup
lot but I don't mind and at that point, it was the
gambling. That's the only knife in our back." ■
way I expect us to play. I
don't plan on changing

"When you look at theSfouth on
both rosters, you might have
seen the OVC championship
game for next season."
-Murray State Coach Scott Edgar
on MTSU and Murray after the
teams' first round game.

"We came out and showed the
toughness that we needed to."
-Lady Raider head coach Lewis Bivens

on MTSU's first round game against
Austin Peay.

"Basketball, as in life, is a game
of distractions. The basketball
ones are easy... The people who
handled that the best were
probably our kids. They've been
optimistic from the beginning."
- Blue Raider head coach David Farrar
on how the team handled the questions
about his job security.

Look Great for Spring Break!

Tropical Sands Tanning Salon
10 Sessions for $25 plus one FREE Haircut/Style
with first purchase only.

One month unlimited $40.00.
#3 Penney Plaza
Phone 896-8068

QJNTEX CEIIUIAR
PAQERS

oNly S52.95

Audio box MVX-400 only S59.00

TodAy
406-8404
CAII

VisA, MC,

AMER EX

Auik AqtNi of

CEIIUIAR-ONE

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP
Wednesday, March 8, n:oo a.m., KUC318
INTERVIEW PREPARATION SEMINAR
Thursday, March 9, 3:00 p.m., KUC318
RESUME CRITIQUE
Friday, March 10, 11:00-1:00, KUC 318
Bring your Resume for critique or your RES diskette for
assistance
Sponsored by th MTSU Placement Center
KUC 328
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"They
forced
some
turnovers, made us make
'continued from page 22
some mistakes offensively,
and they got some easy
buckets,"
Bivens said.
the half.
"Aldridge
started
pumping
Raider forward Julie Eve
them
in
up
from
the
moon
brought her team back
there
at
the
start
of
the
within two with just over a
second
half,
and
when
she
minute left in the half, then
does
that
they're
very
tough
Tucker tied the score at 36
with a driving layup. But to beat."
"When the dam broke, it
Swift regained the lead for
broke."
TSU with two free-throws
The Raiders were finally
with only 24 seconds left to
able
to get their gameplan
give her squad a 38-36
back
together and score
halftime lead.
consistently
later in the half,
"We just quit playing
but
it
was
too
little too late
timid," Raider head coach
as
the
Lady
Tigers
cruised to
Lewis Bivens said. "Heather
the
victory.
got a little more aggressive
"We got ourselves in a
offensively and Sherry took
hole
and it's hard toet out,"
the ball to the goal a little
Bivens
commented. "They
better. That got us back into
really
turned
the heat up
the ballgame and gave us
defensively. They're a great
good position."
The Lady Tigers stepped defensive basketball team
up defensively early in the and Aldridge makes you
second half, while the offense alter yourself defensively."
Aldridge led all scorers
took advantage of Middle's
with
21, while Tiger
poor interior shooting and
teammates
Swift
and
turnovers to stretch their
Hickerson
contributed
17
lead.
Aldridge
and
and
15
in
the
winning
effort.
Hickerson led TSU on a 17-3
Team leaders Tucker and
run in the first six minutes
Prater
led the Middle scoring
-of the half to go on top 53-39.
attack with 15 each, with
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on a 11-4 run that pushed
the Racer lead to nine (3728) with about 37 seconds to
go in the half.
The Murray State burst
turned into a 39-32 halftime
lead.
The second half started
with a Murray State 3pointer, however MTSU
responded with a 8-0 run
that closed the lead to 42-40.
"Middle is a very tough
team. Both times we played
them this year, we got them
down 20 in the second half
but they kept fighting," said
Murray's Marcus Brown who
led all scores with 19 points.
"We excepted a tough game.
It's always tough to beat a
team three times but we
were very confident. We
knew we were capable of
doing it."
But the Racers once again
answered with a 3-pointer to
extend their lead.
With 11:05 to go in the
game, a Bobby Clark dunk
reduced Murray's lead to 5048. But Middle would get no

Go! Go!"
"Go Tech Go."
NO!!
Those sounds will haunt
more for life.
Don't get me wrong. The
cheerleaders were very nice
to me. But the placement
wasn't exactly ideal. I even
met some cool people stuck
with me in my section of
"Press Row Hell."
I even felt for my life once.
The Tech cheerleaders got

Tucker adding 11 rebounds
and Prater dishing out eight
assists. Jessica Beaty, who
fouled out late in the game,
added 12 points and six
rebounds.
After the game, Coach
Bivens and his players
stressed that while they
were disappointed with the
loss, it can not overshadow
the successes the team has
had this season.
"These young ladies have
worked hard all year,"
Bivens said. "I think 19 wins
with this team was a lot
more than some people
expected and I'm very, very
proud of them."
Tucker, who according to
Coach Bivens has "come a
million miles" as a player
and team leader this year,
was also happy with her
squad's performance in her
final season as a Lady
Raider.
"I really enjoyed playing
with my team this year,"
Tucker said. "They really
showed a lot of heart out
there. Everybody thought
we'd end up last because
we're so small, but we really
proved everyone wrong." ■

closer.
The
Blue
Raiders
attempted to turn the game
into a half-court contest, but
turnovers cost them.
"I don't think you can
slow down the way that we
did," Farrar said. "In fact, we
turned the ball over two or
three times when we_
dribbled right to where the
strength of their defense is."
"Our pressure was very
effective tonight," said Racer
head coach Scott Edgar. "It
was a very hard-fought and
physical game by both teams
and I'm pleased that we
moved
on
in
the
tournament."
Murray State outscored
the Blue Raiders 18-10 in the
next nine minutes to extend
their lead to 70-58 with 1:48
to go. From that point, the
Racers went on to win the
game by eight points.
"We accomplished what
our goal was...to advance.
This time of year there are
no losers.
One team
advances and the other
doesn't," said Edgar said.
"When you look at youth on
both rosters, you might have

seen the OVC championship
game for next season. They
have 10 of 13 back and we
have back everyone but this
guy (William Moore)."
MTSU finished with 57
percent shooting in the
second half hitting 14-24
from the field. The Racers
counteracted the Blue
Raiders' shooting making 57
percent and shooting 4-6
from beyond the three-point
line.
Two
Blue
Raiders
finished the game in double
figures. David Washington
led MTSU with 12 points and
Tim Gaither connected for 11
points. Bobby Clark and Paul
Washington ended with nine
points while K.J. Hardin had
eight points.
"When you look at youth
on both rosters, you might
have
seen
the
OVC
championship game for next
season," Edgar said. "They've
struggled this year but
they've always played hard.
"Murray State does a
good job of attacking and
being
aggressive
to
whereever the ball is,"
Farrar said.B

vaulted into the air, right
behind me. Every time the
Tech cheerleaders went
airborne, I had the feeling
that one of them would fall
and crush me.
But I doubt that would
even help me.
A side note: everything
that I described in this
column happened in the first
two hours in the Auditorium.
What about the actual
games?
Not bad.
Thank goodness I got a
sideline position for the
women's games. I don't know

how much more I could
stand.
My experiences have led
me to two conclusions.
First, I would have been
better off buying a ticket and
covering the game from the
stands.
Second, I'm bringing
earplugs next time.
Hey, it could have been
worse. It could have been
Austin Peay's cheerleaders
shouting for 20 minutes.
Can you say "Let's go
Peay!" '
Happy Birthday to me. ■
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SPORTS

SUPPORT
BLUE RAIDER
BASEBALL

Hey, I'm Open!

Home
Opener at
Jones Field
Tuesday 3 p.m.

MTSU vs.
Indiana State
Bowling team takes second in regionals
CHARLES HOGUE/

Junior Tim Gaither dribbles through the Murray State defense while David Washington waits for the ball in the OVC firstround game against the Racers on Thursday night in Nashville. Gaither led the Blue Raiders in scoring with 11 points while
Washington and Bobby Clark finished with nine points each.

DREW BUTLER
Assistant Sports Editor
The MTSU women's
bowling team earned a berth
in the national tournament

by recently placing second in
the regional tournament.
Teams that they competed
against include the
University of North Carolina,
North Carolina State,
Morehead State and

Clemson.
"We really haven't had too
much success in the past. I
think that's the reason why
we haven't gotten
recognition,'' said player
Dana Basham. "We still have

a lot of room for
improvement.''
The only team that placed
higher than MTSU was
Morehead, who is ranked
third in the country.
Last year, the national

tournament saw six women's
teams compete.
The national tournament
will be in Omaha, Neb. on
April 7-8. ■
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Editorial
Why shut down now?
Wait until the summer
The university is in the process of updating its
computer system. They are going from an SIS to
SIS-plus system.
What it means for the university is better
computer capability. For students it could mean a
possible six-day delay in picking up loan checks,
according to the Office of Financial Aid.
The university has to take down the current
system in order to install the new system. This
process will begin Monday.
Student loan checks are due to be picked up
Tuesday, but because the checks will have to be
hand-written instead of computer-processed, there
will be a delay until all checks are ready.
We question the wisdom of shutting down the
computers at a time when it is known the
computers will be needed to draw loan checks.
Many students need these loan checks as soon as
possible. Although technically against the law,
many students use loan checks received in the
middle of the semester to help pay bills to avoid
mid-semester disasters like being evicted from
their homes or having their cars repossessed.
It is irresponsible for the university to cause this
kind of delay. This should have waited until the
summer, when not nearly as many students will be
affected. In the future, the university should give
students more consideration before making
decisions that will affect so many.

Letters Policy
Letters should be limited to 300 words. They will be edited for spelling,
grammar and malicious or libelous statements. They may be edited for
space. Letters must be the original work of the writer and must be
signed. For identification purposes, letters must also include the writer's
full name, address and telephone number. The telephone number will
not be published. Students should include their classification, major and
identification number for identification purposes. The student ID number
will not be published.
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New technology in hunting:
a gun that shoots ducks

The problem
with
hunting, as
a sport, is
that it's not
competitive.
A guy with a
shotgun
squats in a
swamp; an
unarmed
duck with
an IQ of
maybe four
flies overhead, the guy blasts
the duck into individual duck
molecules. Where is the
challenge here? Where is the
CONTEST?
Fortunately, I have a
solution. It came to me as I
was reading the fall 1994
issue of Global Gas Turbine
News, which was sent in by
alert reader Joe Born. On
the off-chance that you don't
subscribe, I should explain
that Global Gas Turbine
News is a publication
written by, and for,
Martians. At least that's the
impression you get from
reading it. Here's an actual
quote from a letter to the
editor:
"Research to determine
optimum blade loading,
including optimum backward
curvature of blades at outlet,
effectiveness of separate
inducers, placement of
splitter vanes, and diffuser
design should now be
considered."
Sounds good to me! I say
we show our support for this
cause by holding a mass
rally and chanting catchy
slogans ("WHAT DO WE
WANT??" "RESEARCH TO
DETERMINE OPTIMUM
BLADE
LOADING,
INCLUDING...").
Anyway, the big article in
the fall issue is headlined,
"Bird Ingestion Into AeroEngines."
The article
concerns efforts by engineers

to deal with the problem of
birds getting sucked into jet
airplane engines during
takeoff and flight; this can
damage the engine, and even
make the plane crash. Also
it is no picnic for the bird.
So according to the
article, engineers are always
trying to develop more-birdresistant jet engines. To test
these engines, they have
developed—here's the good
part—A
GUN
THAT
SHOOTS DUCKS. When I
say "a gun that shoots
ducks," I don't mean "a gun
that shoots AT ducks." I
mean "a gun that you load an
actual duck into and shoot it
out the end, like a big
feathered bullet." Engineers
use the gun to shoot ducks at
test aircraft engines so they
(the engineers) can see what
happens.
(Note to animal lovers:
The article states that,
before being shot, these
ducks are "humanely killed."
The article does not state
whether this procedure
involves feeding them airline
cuisine.)
No doubt you've already
figured out where I'm going
with this. I'm thinking:
Let's take some of these
duck-shooting
guns,
camouflage them and hide
them in areas known to be
infested by duck-hunters,
and let's install some kind of
sonar-guided, computerized
aiming system on them, so
that when a sensor detects a
shotgun blast, it immediately
fires a high-velocity duck at
the source. Think how much
more EXCITING the sport of
duck-hunting would be if the
hunter knew that, every time
he fired his gun, he would
immediately have to dive
headfirst into the swamp
muck, or else run the risk of
getting hit by a deceased
mallard traveling at upward

of 170 milis per hour.
At this point, you
probably have a couple of
questions, namely:
Q.Would such a program be
safe?
A.Naturally, before we
started shooting ducks at
actual human beings, we
would conduct safety tests in
which we would fire a wide
variety of waterfowl at
humanely selected scientists
from the Tobacco Institute.
Q.Would this program pose a
National Security threat to
the president of the United
States, who sometimes
demonstrates his personal
masculinity by shooting
birds?
A.This would not be a
problem, because the
president is protected by
Secret Service agents chosen
specifically on the basis of
their willingness to, in the
line of duty, step in front of a
duck.
Q. What about deer hunters?
Can we use the same
technology to make their
sport more exciting?
A. Tragically, at this time we
do not have a gun capable of
accurately firing an animal
the size of a deer, although I
would strongly support a
project to develop one, using,
as
test
ammunition,
humanely sedated Tobacco
Institute scientists.
But until we perfect a
deer gun, we can go with an
interim solution suggested
by a Jan. 12 article in the
central Pennsylvania Centre
Daily Times, written by
Jerilynn Schumacher and
sent in by alert reader Paul
Dietzel.
This article
concerns efforts by the
Pennsylvania Army National
Guard to help a group of
endangered animals called
"fishers," which are

See Barry, page 29
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Freshman getting ripped off by meal plans
When

I

would have breakfast, lunch
and dinner. Most cafeterias
on campus are open for
knew
it breakfast, lunch and dinner
would
be only, but a couple stay open
expensive. all day. But just because
My tuition they do stay open all day, we
was high, my still can only eat during the
[book
fees specified hours.
Anyone can look at this
[were high,
and my dorm and tell this puts limits on
I fee was high. the number of meals a person
(What made can eat in a day.
'my dorm fees
It only took me the first
so high was day to realize that what I call
Chris
Hamilton that it is a meal ARAMARK and food
mandatory services do not. I normally
that eat at JUB because it is the
freshman living on campus closest cafeteria to all of my
purchase a meal card that classes. I always get one
meat and two vegetables
cost $463.
With my freshman meal with a large drink. I don't
card I get 15 meals a week at know, but I always thought
any cafeteria except the this was a meal.
Even though I had to
Grill. I said to myself,
"Wonderful! I'll never have to purchase the meal card,
miss a meal while on which is supposed to mean
15 complete meals per week,
campus." Wrong!
After about a week on the cashier always charges
campus, I found out that me $.50 to $1.00 extra. I
freshman can only use their once asked the cashier why
cards during certain times of she charges extra and she
the day.
How many replied, "You are over your
freshman have missed lunch limit."
because they had to be in
LIMIT? Why is there a
class, needed to study or just limit? A meal is a meal,
had something pressing to do right? Not according to
at the time?
ARAMARK.
How many freshman have
After a few weeks of this I
missed dinner because they went looking for answers.
had to be at work or in class?
Low and behold, I got the
1 have had this happen runaround from everyone I
many times. Is this fair? We contacted.
paid for our cards so we
First I went to food

Guest
enrolled at
Columnist MTSU
I

services and found myself services will give you a
explaining my problem to a .special card to use at the
secretary because no one was Grill.
there who could answer my - If you do get this card you
questions.
are still limited to a dollar
Then I went to SGA and amount, which means you
talked to the chairman of the are still getting a very small
food service committee. She meal.
gracefully informed me that - Even though I pay extra for
other students had inquired every meal I eat, McCallie
about the same thing and informed me that my meal
that nothing could be done still only costs $1.81. (He
about it.
calculated this with some
The other day I went to strange formula that I don't
JUB at 4:22 p.m. to get see how some math majors
something to eat. There was could use.)
no hot bar, so I chose - He also told me the
Subway. I got a sandwich university asked for meals to
and a drink, then went to the be this way when ARAMARK
cashier. I handed her my first bid on the food service
card and was told I had to
wait until 4:30 to use it. I
BARRY
told her I had to be at work
continued from page 28
at 4:30 and asked her if she
could charge it to my card
described as "house-catanyway. She refused.
sized members of the weasel
There goes another meal I
family" (I am not making
paid for and didn't get! I had
any of this up). The article
had it.
states that, to feed some
I went straight to food
fishers in a remote area,
services and, of course, no
"Guardsmen dropped 17
one was there except for the
frozen, road-killed deer and
secretary. She took my name
100 pounds of dead, smelly
and phone number and
fish from a Chinook
forwarded them to a Mr.
helicopter as it flew 50 to
McCallie.
150 feet above the ground."
He called me the next day
I can think of few events
to set up a meeting. Here is
that would add more "zing"
the information I got from
to a hunting expedition than
that meeting.
the possibility of being
— If you work during dinner
squashed like a plump gunhours, you can get a note
toting grape by the frozen
from your employer stating
carcass of a mature, fishyour schedule and food
encrusted deer (or, if there

Professors should emphasize
education, not memorization
What
is
education?
Grandstand
My copy of
the Random
House
Webster's
College
Dictionary
suggests it is
"the act or
process of
imparting or
[acquiring
general
Mark
knowledge
Blevins
and
of
developing
the powers of reasoning and
judgment."
General
knowledge,
developing
powers
of
reasoning and judgment.
O.K. But universities
need a way to evaluate these
qualities so it can ensure its
graduates have attained an
education when they come
out the other side. After all,
the university does have a
responsibility to provide
those at its doorsteps who
are hungry for knowledge
and understanding the
genuine article.
Hence, the G.P.A
We all want the "A." It
makes us feel good; it
supposedly helps us get the
goodjob.
But, do we ever bypass
the education for the "A."

JYom The

A fellow student in one of
my classes was concerned
about a particular angle of a
looming performance test
and how responsible he
should be for that particular
angle.
The professor
answered that he should be
responsible for it but added
that if the student didn't do
well, he would at least learn
from the mistake. "We learn
more from our mistakes," the
professor said.
"But what about my
grade," the student pleaded,
"I need to know exactly what
I must do to get the grade I
need."
It's true. The student will
do better if he knows exactly
what he must do.
My concern is that we
students are not trying to
grasp the entirety of a
subject,
but
instead
cramming information into
our brain three days before a
test.
We sometimes bypass
understanding to get the "A."
I must, however, shift at
least part of the blame to the
professors who perpetuate
this kind of non-educating
cycle.
I overheard two students
who were walking down our
sidewalks and apparently
going to take a test. One
would rattle off abbreviations

and the other would answer.
I distinctly heard one
frantically say "O.K. T.S.B."
"Tennessee School for the
Blind," came the triumphant
answer.
Why was a
professor requiring the
memorization
of
this
abbreviation and apparently
more like it? I believe that if
you had a job that required
you know what "T.S.B."
means, you could pick it up
in about five seconds.
Professors
should
concentrate on the essence of
their subjects when it comes
to testing and leave the
cereal box memorization
alone. Of course, many
professors do not test this
way, but I would implore all
professors to constantly
evaluate their testing
procedures. Why are you
asking students to know this
and how are you asking them
to answer?
I realize that testing and
G.P.A-s are a mainstay right
now absent of any other
functional, agreed-upon
method. But, we should
remember why we are at a
university and acquiring (or
imparting) an education.
Surely, it's not for the
one-time regurgitation of
facts and the letter "A" ■

contract.
- McCallie said that if every
freshman was to eat all 15
meals per week all semester
long, ARAMARK would lose
tremendous amounts of
money I have now come to
my own conclusions why
meal card meals are
regulated.
If you are a freshman who
lives on campus, I know you
are experiencing the same
problem.
This can be
changed. Someone at this
university has the power to
do something. I just have
not found that person yet. ■

are any left over, a Tobacco
Institute scientist).
If you're as excited as I
am about using the National
Guard for this purpose next
deer season, I urge you to
write a letter to this nation's
supreme
military
commander,
"Newt"
Gingrich. If, however, you
are in any way offended by
any of the proposals I have
made in this column, please
let me know, because I
CARE WHAT YOU THINK
So send your letters of
complaint directly to me,
Patrick Buchanan, c/o
Editor, Global Gas Turbine
News, 2038 Jetson Way,
Mars. Or, for a faster
response, just lean out your
window and shoot. Then

duck. ■

o The Editor
Budget cuts no big deal
To The Editor:
I would like to say that too big of a deal is being
made about the Sundquist budget cuts. From what I have
heard, he is not eliminating our library and bus/aero
building, he is just putting them on hold temporarily.
We are a society who loves to complain. First we
complain about the deficit, and when somebody tries to do
something about it we complain because we have to give up
something. Life is give and take.
Just be glad you do not go to TSU, because they are
having a harder time than we are. But, this is just what I
have heard, and you know what you hear is not always right.
Leann Cordell
MTSU Box 2644
Send all letters lo P.O. Box 42, Murireesboro, TN 37132.
Letters mailed on campus do not require postage.

Thought for the Day
"Seventy-five percent of the
public get their information from
TV. That means 75 percent of
Americans are under-informed.
You must read newspapers, you
must read magazines, you must
read books"
-Barnard Shaw
CNN news anchor
1994
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Elvis scholar has answer Doctor zaps himself
to his incredible afterlife with defibrillator;
CHAMPAIGN, Dl. (AP)
— Elvis Presley just won't
die. And his disturbing
failure to do so has become
the subject of burning
cultural debate.
Gil Rodman believes he
can put the issue — if not the
King — to rest.
Rodman, a composition
and
cultural
studies
instructor and graduate
student at the University of
Illinois, has spent much of
his academic career tracking
Elvis' second life. He
addresses the phenomenon
in his upcoming book, "Elvis
After Elvis: The Posthumous
Career of a Living Legend,"
due next spring from
Routledge.
Since the world was
informed that Elvis had died
of a heart attack on Aug. 16,
1977, at age 42, he's
reportedly been sighted just
about everywhere — even
among aliens — while others
have insisted he's living
under an assumed identity.
More often, he sneaks out
of
television
shows,
advertisements, computer
software,
political
campaigns, postage stamps
and "other corners of the
cultural terrain that defy
common-sense notions of
how dead stars are supposed
to
behave,"
Rodman
observed.

So why has Dead Elvis
risen above other beloved
stars?
Is it marketing?
Fans' devotion?
Nostalgia?
Those factors probably
play a role, Rodman said, but
they fail to explain why other
dead stars haven't received
the same attention. Why
doesn't Marilyn Monroe have
legions of impersonators?
Why is James Dean allowed
to rest in peace?
Elvis, hips thrusting,
became forever linked to the
cultural revolution that
erupted with rock 'n' roll.
"It was like he came along
and whispered a dream in
everyone's ear, and then we
dreamed it," Rodman said,
quoting Bruce Springsteen.
But Elvis' cultural
importance is more than just
as an icon.
What made Elvis different
was the way he resonated so
strongly on both sides of so
many cultural divisions,
Rodman said.
Some examples:
—Elvis' gyrations were
the stuff of raw sexuality,
but his boyish face was that
of a teddy bear.
—Some hailed him for
breaking down the color
barriers of pop culture, while
others contended a white
racist society crowned him

King for stealing from black
culture.
—He was viewed as a
hard-working country boy
who made it big in the city,
or a transplanted redneck
who wore his passion for
tackiness like a badge.
Other aspects of his
cultural duality involve
class, age, religion and even
gender.
"People have talked about
his
appearance being
somewhat androgynous,"
Rodman said, noting that
descriptions of the man often
refer to physical parts, such
as lashes, lips and hips, that
are more commonly cited in
the description of women.
"People even talk about
the impersonators 'getting
up in Elvis drag,'" he said.
Rodman, 29, has published
many scholarly papers on
Elvis, but said he is a fan,
not a fanatic.
Others are so devoted,
though, that some science
fiction books refer to
"Elvisism" as a major
religion of the future, he
said.
"With all stars, there's a
certain religious metaphor
that you get. People 'worship'
or 'idolize' them," he said.
"With Elvis, it's much harder
to overlook." ■

These people are plain nuts
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — Mushers in
the 23rd running of the Iditarod Trail Sled
Dog Race took their ceremonial departure
from Alaska's largest city Saturday, making
a relaxed run down a path of trucked-in snow
in sunny 20-degree weather.
The terms drove 20 miles to suburban
Eagle River before packing up for the day.
This year, racers are carrying paying
passengers out of the starting gate as a
marketing ploy to help balance a tight
Iditarod budget.
Bidders bought their way into each of the
58 sleds for the first seven miles. Minimum
bid for the ride was $500, and most of the
musher wannabes came from the Lower 48.
Race organizers collected $35,000.
One rider was Gov. Tony Knowles. He took
off in jeans, a zippered parka and a musher's
hat with a sponsor name on it.
Knowles rode with defending champion

Martin Buser. While most of the paying
passengers sat in the sleds, Knowles stood on
the runners in front of Buser.
On Sunday, the racers line up in the same
order in Wasilla, about 45 miles from
Anchorage, and the race begins for real. It
ends in the historic Gold Rush community of
Nome, 1,100 miles away. The first musher
will arrive in about 10 days.
"I'm ready to get out of town," said veteran
musher Dee Dee Jonrowe before the start.
Race veterinarians circulated among the
mushers, weighing dogs and checking their
hearts. Ken Hinchcliff, an Ohio State
University veterinarian, said he checked
1,300 animals and didn't detect any
heartbeat abnormalities.
"This is a very select group of dogs,"
Hinchcliff said. "They're selected to be very

healthy." ■

Rock the Vote... Blue
Raider Style. Campus
elections are March 14
and 15.
.

slows racing heart

BOSTON (AP) — A doctor
who felt his heart racing
dangerously zapped himself
with his office defibrillator to
jolt it back to normal.
As any viewer of TV
hospital dramas knows, the
defibrillator is one of the
most impressive tools
available to medicine. It uses
a powerful burst of
electricity to restore the
heart to a normal beat after
cardiac arrest or other
rhythm abnormalities.
The machines were hardly
designed for self-use. But
according to a brief write-up
in Thursday's New England
Journal of Medicine, one
worried doctor did exactly
that.
The 40-year-old plastic
surgeon, Dr. Jean Cukier,
accidentally shocked himself
while trying to fix a lamp in
his office. He grew dizzy and
felt his heart beat rapidly. So
he dragged himself into his
operating room and hooked
himself up to a heart
monitor.

There he discovered his
heart was racing at 160
beats per minute. Worried
he was about to pass out, he
smeared himself with
conducting jelly, placed the
defibrillator paddles on his
chest and turned the thing
on.
The first jolt threw him off
the table but failed to fix his
heart. He climbed back and
tried it again. This time it
worked.
Cukier said through an
assistant this week that he
did not want to discuss the
incident.
Dr. Amin H. Karim of
Baylor College of Medicine in
Houston, who eventually
treated the doctor, said he
probably would have been
better off dialing 911 for an
ambulance.
"It was very daring,"
Karim said. "What if he
passed out? He could have
put himself into a more
dangerous rhythm. If that
happened, it would have
meant cardiac arrest." ■

Being teacher makes
you do weird stuff
BLOUNTVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Ken Goff managed
not to lose his marbles
during two decades as a high
school principal. Since then,
he has collected thousands.
After his retirement
several years ago, Goff and
his wife Velma went to an
auction and found that a
bucket of old marbles nabbed
$100.
Now, they've stowed away
thousands of marbles.
The couple's basement is
crammed with coffee cans
full of marbles. Many are
duds.
"You have to end up with
a quart just to get one you
want," Goff says. "As a
collector, what you're
interested in is getting good
specimens of different kinds."
After he took interest in
marbles,
he
began
researching his new hobby.
He showcases his good
marbles in a small den. One
set
features
ships
handpainted by an Ohio
artist. Goff thinks that trio
may be valuable someday.
Goff remembers playing
marbles when he was young,
but says young people
nowadays don't play hardly
at all.
"I grew up in the
Depression," he said. "And
that was our major form of
entertainment — playing
marbles."
In the 1930s and 1940s,

just about everybody played
marbles, he said.
"But people quit playing
marbles
approximately
1950," Goff. said. "By then,
everybody got electricity."
During the Depression
and World War II, Americanmade marbles numbered in
the billions, according to
Goff. The Japanese entered
the market with the popular
cat's eye marble.
"I used to win a lot of
marbles," Goff said. "And I
was just like everybody else:
When they get a little
chipped up, I shot them with
my slingshot. I must have
shot away thousands."
One of the biggest U.S.
marblemakers, Akro-Agate,
which was based in Akron,
Ohio, folded in 1951, Goff
said.
Because of the presence of
sand and cheap gas — the
main ingredients in marble
manufacturing — most of the
U.S. marble industry was
based in West Virginia and
Ohio.
"The biggest marble
country in the world right
now is Mexico," Goff said.
But in this country,
marbles aren't completely
forgotten. The railroad
industry, for example, uses
marbles to move boxes on the
beds of railcars and marbles
are sometimes used as
reflectors on road signs, Goff
said. ■
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SIDELINES
NOTICE
WOMEN
Pamper
yourself with a FREE Mary
kay facial. Individual or
group facials. A fun way to
try an excellent product. Call
Valerie at 848-0242.
DONT BE A VICTIM!
Protect yourself with Pepper
Spray. $12.95 + $1.50 S&H
to S & B Specialties , 115
Southwood Dr., Dickson, TN
37055. TN residents add
$1.06 tax. SATISFACTION
GUARNATEEED!

MARCH 6, 1995
Roommate needed-3 bedroom
house, washer/dryer, close to
campus, private room-Call
890-6510

OPPORTUNITIES
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Attention: Students Earn
$2000 + monthly. Parttime/full-time. World travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii. All
positions available. No
experience. Call: (602)4534651

SERVICES

FOR LOW COST
SPAY/NEUTER
INFORMATION IN THIS
AREA, PLEASE
CONTACT: *MurfreesboroBeesley Humane
Spay/Neuter Clinic 890-6878
*Animal Birth Control Clinic
834-6441 *FOA/Friends of
Animals 1-800-321-PETS
♦Spay USA 1-800-248-SPAY

Child Care USA, Inc. in
Donelson (Nashville)-Looking
for part-time help. For more
information please call 8892774. AskforLyn.

STAY AWAKE, FEEL
GREAT! Natural weight
control! Better mental
health! Better physical
health! All with natural
products. Call Sam, (615)
896-2883.

Auspicious Typing
Services: *Competitive
prices *Quick and
dependable service
*Professional appearance
*Close to campus *Call
Valerie at 848-0242

Spring Break 1995
happens once in a life
time. Make yours
memorable! If you need
cash-come in ! We buy
valuables, gold, jewelry ,
TVs, etc. Loans made fast
on quality items. Come in
now. Gold-n-Pawn, 1803
NW. Broad, Murfreesboro.

Wedding Ceremonies,
personable, affordable.
Bridal Path Wedding
Chapel 2415 Atrium Way
Nashville TN 37214. (615)
889-6200 or 1-800-chapel

CASH FAST!!!! Always
looking to buy, make loans,
or trade. Cash fast on
valuables, TVs, broken gold,
guitars, designer items,
hunting guns. etc. Come inGold n Pawn, 1803 N. W.
Broad St., Murfreesboro, TN
37129. 896-7167

PERSONAL
ADOPTION: Your Choice Is
Our Dream! Financially
secure, happily married
middle TN couple. Call John
& Brenda collect at (615)
367-0039.

HOUSES
CONDO FOR SALE $69,900 Four bedroom, two
full baths in University
Commons, near MTSU. Call
Anne Batson, Batson Realty
896-6400.

ROOMMATE
Male roommate needed to
share a house. 10 min.
walking distance from
campus. $195 rent plus 1/3
of utilities. Call for details.
895-7168

PIANO LESSONS-*For all
ages and skill levels *
Flexible hours available *
Call 896-0774 * Ask for Fred
or leave a message

CHILD CARE
NANNY- Brentwood area,
part time afternoons till
summer, then continuing full
time. Two boys, 5 and 6.
Need nonsmoker with
transportation. Generous
salary based upon
qualifications, 11 paid
holidays (373-1538).
Baby-sitter for 5 yr. old.
References required. 8981883 Leave message.

Attention: I need a ride
home to Memphis for Spring
Break. I will also need a ride
back to campus after Spring
Break. I will pay half of your
gas. My number is 898-4960.
If I'm not in please leave a
message on my machine or
with my roommate.
LIFEGUARDS: Trinity
Pools is now hiring
lifeguards, managers, swim
coaches, swim instructors,
communications directors,
and service technicians for
the Metro Atlanta,
Nashville, and Birmingham
areas. Full and part time
summer positions are
available. For info call (404)
242-3800.
Animal Caretaker. No
experience necessary, but
previous experience with
animals preferred (e.g., pet
store, kennel, barn animals,
etc.). This is a part-time
position requiring two hours
per day, Monday through
Friday, and five hours on
Saturdays and may be mornings, afternoons, or evenings,
as desired. Minimum wage,
paychecks twice each month.
Apply at Middle Tennessee
State University Placement
Services.

$1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars. No
experience required. Begin
now. For info call 202-2988957.
Line servers, prep cooks, deli,
dishwashers. Full or part
time. Flexible hours. Above
average pay. Immediate
openings. See our
representative near the
bookstore on March 9th. No
fee. Foodstaff 399-1175
EARN EXTRA CASHDrivers needed, flexible
hours. $8.00 to $12.00 hr.
Call Delivery To You at
849.3279.

Wanted to stay with
individual in crisis:
responsible, caring people
with an interest in helping
others. Part-time, on call,
pays 5.00/hr. Call Amanda
Willey 893-0770.

FOR SALE
COMPUTER-Macintosh .
20 megabyte hard drive.
Screen. Keyboard. Mouse.
Word processing.
Spreadsheet. Database,
Drawing, Clip art. Games
$345. 898-5898.
1/3 carat marquis diamond
ring $300.00, RCA camcorder
$150.00, Gretsch drum set
w/cymbals $650.00 Leave
message 898-1883.

Immediate positions
available for waitress,
security, cooks, and
dishwasher. Call Brad at
361-9922.

National
Women's History Month
March 1995

Classifieds Order Form
> Category
* Ad Copy (Please print clearly. Use additional paper if necessary.)

Sidelines Classified Rates:
$3 for the first 20 words, 10 cents per each additional word, per
insertion. Call 898-2815 or 898-2533 for assistance.
First 20 words = $.
# Additional Words
.<* = $_
Total cost per issue = $
NUMBER OF WEEKS TO RUN = $
TOTAL ENCLOSED = $_

Baby-sitter wanted: In my
Smyrna home 3 to 4 days a
week from 5:30 a.m. to 7:30
a.m. Call 459-5921.

HELP WANTED

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING-Earn up to
2,000+/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C55045

•Your Name
Name
Address
City/State/Zip.
Phone
•

Send to:

Sidelines Classifieds
MTSU Box 42
Murfreesboro, TN 37132
or call 898-2815 or 898-2533 for assistance
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College of Business Students Who are
Eligible for Membership in
Beta Gamma Sigma
BETA GAMMA SIGMA
The Honor Society for
Collegiate Schools of Business
Membership
Monday O. Ajari
Susan Renee Alford
Regina O. Ammons
Surakit Arayarangsi
Moeen Menem Arbid
Gina Dillon Baio
Priya Bajpai
Mohammad Yosof Barkawi
Yevgenity Batsuk
Tammy R. Benefield
Temple Morganza Bennett
Tracy L. Brown
Bryan David Burks
Donald Burnett
Rhonda Kay Cantrell
Cathy D. Carver
Anna F. Y. Chang
Carolyn Boren demons
Carol R. Clifton
Anna M. Coble
Kobkan Comepeerayos
Moni June Cook
David Michael Craig
Melissa Kathleen Crooks
JeffK. Davis
Karen Sue Dewey
Jill Dismukes
Audrey Lynn Eaton
Osama Saeed El-Temtamy
Valerie Renee Emrick
Melissa Lovell Farlow
Lana R. Ferrell
Bridget L. Fielder
Mary Elizabeth Fleming
Kimberly Fowler
Sherry Elaine Frase
Karla R. Fredriksen
Jonathan Ray Freeman
Michelle A. Fua
Betsy Darlene Fulbright
Robert Mark Fuller
Lynn Marie Glessner
Miranda S. Goff
Kathy Scott Green
Cynthia Alexander Greenwood
Steven Paul Gregory
Janet C. Grissom
Ronald Glenn Hardy
Melissa Carol Harkreader
Jennifer Dawn Harris
Donald Edward Hartley
Donald Andrew Hayes
Charles E. Helbling
Melissa Grimes Hinton
Hope Angela Hollins
Constance Joyce Hughes
Timothy T. Hughes
Kimberly Michelle Hunt
Mohamed A. Ismail

Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest
national recognition a student can receive in an
undergraduate or masters program in business or
management. To be eligible for membership, a student
must rank in the upper 7 percent of the junior class,
upper 10 percent of the graduating senior class, or
upper 20 percent of the graduating masters class.
Members are elected to membership and publicly
recognized during the fall and/or spring term.
History
Beta Gamma Sigma was founded as a national
organization in 1913. To establish and maintain an
active Beta Gamma Sigma chapter, an institution must
be accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business, the recognized accrediting
agency for undergraduate and masters programs in
business and management.
Purpose
Beta Gamma Sigma has three purposes:
• to encourage and reward scholarship which is
carried out through election of outstanding students
to membership;
• to promote advancement of education in business
which is conducted through awards, recognition of
outstanding institutions and chapters, and through
publications of the Society; and
• to foster integrity in the conduct of business
operations which is a focus of publications, talks,
and seminars sponsored by the Society.
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is a signal honor
carrying lifetime affiliation with other outstanding
graduates of business programs.
While almost
300,000 students receive bachelors or masters degrees
in business each year, only about 15,000 students are
elected to membership in Beta Gamma Sigma.

Ten-Ann Winston James
Amy Kathleen Johnson
Mary Evelyn Johnson
Brad Marshall Kaufman
Derry P. Kearns
Ahmed Javaid Khan
Kasem Koontong
Sybol Erickson Latremore
Ningxiang Liang
Jerry Eugene Ligon
Lisa R. Lyons
Patricia A. Marshall
Edith Rannow Martin
John David McAdams
Kenneth Fife McCabe
Karen Lee McDonald
Paula Jean McGinn is
Mary Ruth McGrew
Kelly Raye Mclntyre
Saphana Antrell McLier
Mikhail Yurievi Melnikov
Judith Anne Melton
Di Meng
Kelly Marie Merz
Thelma Renee Moore
Donna Marie Motlow
Daniel Lynn Mushrush
Sheryl Windrow Newsom
Anita F. Nolen
Martin J. Oblak
Glenda Babette Oshop
Ellen Christine Parker
Alicia G. Patel
Janice Sherlin Payne
Brian Ronald Pfautsch
Diella Plumaj
Patricia Simmons Porter
Jon William Price
Shanon Brady Priest
Charles D. Prince
Kimberly Diane Pruitt
Samuel Wesley Putnam
Tara M. Rainey
Lisa Rose Ramsay
Careron L. Ray
Mark Diedrich Renze
Amy E. Sain
James Stanton Shannon
Pamela Darlene Shipp
Tamara Ann Shoulta
Natchaya Sombatsompob
Mickey Stinnett
Kristi D. Stubblefield
Lakia S. Suggs
Sheila Mai Thomison
Gary Ray Tomlinson
Barbara Joan Walker
Janet Suzanne Warren
Amelia G. Watts
Kathryn Guthrie Welch
Dana Lynne Wilemon
Donald F. Winningham, Jr.
Kawai Wong
Alisha Danette Woods
Gregory S. Young
Mary Frances Young
Michelle L. Young

